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ABSTRACT OF DISSERTATION

SURFACE AND STRUCTURAL MODIFICATION OF CARBON ELECTRODES
FOR ELECTROANALYSIS AND ELECTROCHEMICAL CONVERSION
Electrocatalysis is key to both sensitive electrochemical sensing and efficient
electrochemical energy conversion. Despite high catalytic activity, traditional metal
catalysts have poor stability, low selectivity, and high cost. Metal-free, carbon-based
materials are emerging as alternatives to metal-based catalysts because of their attractive
features including natural abundance, environmental friendliness, high electrical
conductivity, and large surface area. Altering surface functionalities and heteroatom
doping are effective ways to promote catalytic performance of carbon-based catalysts. The
first chapter of this dissertation focuses on developing electrode modification methods for
electrochemical sensing of biomolecules. After electrochemical pretreatment, glassy
carbon demonstrates impressive figures-of-merit in detecting small, redox-active
biomolecules such as DNA bases and neurotransmitters. The results highlight a simplified
surface modification procedure for producing efficient and highly selective electrocatalysts.
The next four chapters focus on evaluating nitrogen-doped carbon nano-onions (n-CNOs)
as electrocatalysts for oxygen reduction and CO2 reduction. n-CNOs exhibit excellent
electrocatalytic performance toward O2 to H2O reduction, which is a pivotal process in fuel
cells. n-CNOs demonstrate excellent resistance against CO poisoning and long-term
stability compared to state-of-the-art Pt/C catalysts. In CO2 electrochemical conversion, nCNOs demonstrate significant improvement in catalytic performance toward reduction of
CO2 to CO with a low overpotential and high selectivity. The outstanding catalytic
performance of n-CNOs originates from the asymmetric charge distribution and creation
of catalytic sites during incorporation of nitrogen atoms. High contents of pyridinic and
graphitic N are critical for high catalytic performance. This work suggests that carbonbased materials can be outstanding alternatives to traditional metal-based electrocatalysts
when their microstructures and surface chemistries are properly tailored.
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CHAPTER 1: Introduction

1.1 Background of electrochemical reactions
Electrochemical reactions are chemical reactions involving electrons being
transferred at the interface between electrodes and electrolyte. An electrochemical reaction
includes two half-reactions occurring at two electrodes. Below is the reaction of water
formation occurring in a proton exchange membrane fuel cell (PEMFC).
At cathode: O
At anode: H

4H

4e → 2H O

4H O → 4H

Overall reaction: 2H

E°
E°

4e

1.229
0V

O → 2H O

An electrochemical reaction has two aspects: thermodynamics and kinetics. The
thermodynamic aspect considers the Gibbs free energy difference (∆

between products

and reactants, which is an index of reaction direction. ∆ < 0 indicates the forward reaction
is thermodynamically favored and the reaction can happen spontaneously. ∆

> 0

corresponds to nonspontaneous reaction. One typical example is:
O

ne

⇌R

When the reaction reaches equilibrium, the Gibbs free energy change (∆
the cell potential ( ° ) by ∆

°

°

°

is related to

. As shown in Table 1.1, the reduction of O2 into

H2O is thermodynamically favored because ∆

°

(

474.3 kJ/mol ) is less than 0. In

contrast to ORR, the reduction of CO2 is energetically unfavorable.

1

Table 1.1 The electrode potentials and corresponding Δ
reductions in aqueous solution.

°

for some electrochemical

°

Reaction

°

/

→

0
→

-474.3

→

-129.3

→

20.5

→

48.2

→

96.5

→

9.3

→

130.4

The kinetic aspect of an electrochemical reaction involves the rate of the forward
or reverse reaction to reach equilibrium. This can be explained by Arrhenius equation. k
is the rate constant of the reaction and Ea is the activation energy.

An

ideal

reaction

toward

desired

products

is

both

kinetically

and

thermodynamically favored. However, reactions may involve large activation barriers in
which attaining the desired products is difficult due to slow kinetics. In Figure 1.1,
electrocatalysts reduce the activation barriers and accelerate reaction rates toward target
products.

2

Figure 1.1 A diagram to illustrate the effect of a catalyst in lowering the activation energy
of a reaction.

Electrocatalysts can serve many functions in electrochemical analyses and
conversions. First, electrocatalysts provide highly responsive biosensor platforms, which
are pivotal in disease diagnosis as well as environmental pollutant monitoring. Second, the
electrochemical conversion of pollutants such as CO2 to value-added chemicals (CH4,
alcohols, HCOOH, etc.) can be facilitated by electrocatalysts. Third, electrocatalysts are
critical components in electrochemical power generation such as fuel cells.

3

1.2 Fundamentals of electrocatalysis
An electrocatalytic reaction commonly occurs through three steps. First, the
adsorption of reactants and reaction intermediates, commonly called substrates, occurs
through an active site to achieve highly efficient interaction with catalysts.1 The second
step is the electrocatalytic reaction at the active site in which electron transfer takes place.
The third step is the desorption of products from catalyst surface. Every step consists of a
series of elementary processes involved with breaking and forming of chemical bonds.

Figure 1.2 A schematic illustration of electrocatalytic ORR in alkaline media. “*”
represents a free active site; *O2, *O, *OOH, and *OH represent the adsorption state of
molecules. A yellow sphere represents an active site, a blue sphere represents a dopednitrogen atom, a red sphere is an oxygen atom, and a white sphere is hydrogen atom.

One example of electrocatalytic reaction is ORR for fuel cell applications. ORR
products can be either peroxides by a two-electron path (Reaction 1.1) or water by a fourelectron path (Reaction 1.2).
4

O

H O

O

2H O

2e → HO

OH

4e → 4OH

(Reaction 1.1)
(Reaction 1.2)

Ideally, a fuel cell catalyst shows high selectivity for the four-electron transfer path with
high transfer energy (Table 1.1). The 1.2 reactions show the possible ORR mechanism in
alkaline media which can be divided into several elementary steps.2 As shown in Figure
1.2, the initial step of electrocatalysis is O2 molecule adsorption at active sites. In Figure
1.2, the end-on ((Pauling model) adsorption on nitrogen-doped graphene has a lower
energy barrier for *OOH formation.3 By optimizing the kinetics of the following
elementary steps, the energetically favored product (OH-) is obtained while peroxide
(OOH-) is inhibited due to its high desorption energy.
The electrocatalyst performance is evaluated by catalytic activity, selectivity and
stability. The overall catalytic activity is determined by the total number of active sites and
the intrinsic activity of each active site.3 Increasing loading amount and creating large
surface area are applicable methods for increasing active sites.4 Generally, materials with
larger surface area often inherently either have more active sites or can be chemically
modified to generate more active sites. Enhancing intrinsic activity is another method to
promote catalytic activity via changing the microstructure of active sites such as crystal
orientation5 and configuration4, 6.
Electrocatalyst selectivity is determined by the heights of various activation barriers
involved with the adsorption and desorption of active intermediates. According to Sabatier
principle, interaction between the catalyst and reaction intermediates should be carefully
balanced. If the interaction is too strong, the intermediates or products may not be desorbed
after the completion of reaction. If the interaction is too weak, it may cause a bond failure

5

between substrates and the catalyst, thus the reaction can’t be driven.7-8 For optimal
catalytic performance, chemical and adsorption properties need to be tuned by tailoring
composition and structure of catalysts.9 As shown in Figure 1.2, the formation of peroxide
is inhibited due to the energetically unfavorable desorption of the *OOH intermediate.
Another example is the electrochemical reduction of CO2. The diverse interaction
between catalyst and CO2 intermediates (*CO2.-, *COOH, and *CO) leads to different
products. As mentioned above, the reduction of CO2 can be tailored to produce value-added
chemicals such as CH4, alcohols, and HCOOH. Figure 1.3 illustrates various reaction
pathways for CO2 reduction (CRR) which can be controlled by the choice of catalysts.3, 10
The type (1) catalysts such as Sn, Pd and Hg minimally interact with CO2. intermediate and
produce formic acid as the main product. The type (2) catalysts such as Au, Ag and Cu
have strong interaction with *COOH while weak interaction with *CO. Therefore, CO is
the major product. Lastly, the type (3) catalysts have strong interaction with *CO and leads
to the production of hydrocarbon and alcohol.3, 10

Figure 1.3 Three possible pathways for CRR affected by electrocatalysts.

6

The stability of catalysts is critical for widespread commercial use. Ideally, the
catalyst surface should completely recover after every catalytic cycle. However, reactants,
intermediates, or by-products may react with the catalyst or block active sites causing the
deterioration of catalytic activity.
Several parameters are measured to evaluate the performance of electrocatalysts.
First is the overpotential ( ).

is the measure of additional potential to drive a reaction.
) is more negative than the thermodynamic potential ( ° ) in

The applied potential (

case of reduction while it is more positive than
potential difference between

°

and

°

in case of oxidation.

is defined as the

of a given electrochemical reaction. The

overpotential of a reaction includes three parts: activation overpotential (
slow kinetics, concentration overpotential (

) caused by

) from the mass transfer during an

electrochemical reaction process, and ohmic drop ( ) from the electrolyte resistivity (R).11
Among them,

and

can be minimized by optimizing reaction conditions.

major source of the overall overpotential. The overall

is the

is typically estimated by assessing

an onset potential for a product.3
Second parameter is the Faradaic current density ( ). j is related to reaction rates
through equations listed below for a general reaction:

⇔ .

(Forward reaction)
(Backward reaction)
(Net reaction)

7

and

are the concentration of oxidized and reduction forms.

and

are forward

and reverse rate constants. These constants depend on the applied potentials as shown by
equations12:
°

°

The catalytic efficiency can be demonstrated by smaller

and larger meaning smaller

activation energy barriers and faster kinetics.
The current intensity (i) is proportional to
⁄

which can be rewritten in Tafel equation12

where

demonstrates a linear change with the logarithm of current intensity. A Tafel plot

provides important information on electrocatalysis mechanism. A Tafel plot slope reveals
a rate-determining step in the overall electrocatalytic reaction.
Faradaic efficiency (FE) is the ratio of electrons involved with forming a target
product versus the total input of electrons. This is calculated by

where z is the

number of moles of the target product, n is the electron transfer number, and F is the
Faraday constant. FE is related to the selectivity of an electrocatalyst toward a specific
product.3 Turnover frequency (TOF) is used to quantify the activity of active sites. It is
generally defined as the number of catalytic reaction cycles per active site over time.
The last parameter pertains to the durability that reflects the long-term stability of
a catalyst. For example, an ideal fuel cell electrocatalyst must maintain its activity without
significant degradation over 5000 hours.13 In practice, durability is evaluated by
8

accelerated degradation tests. Catalyst must endure either rapid potential cycling or
potential hold.14
1.3 Metal-based electrocatalysts
Table 1.2 The performance of various metal-based catalysts reported for CRR. The
potentials shown in the table are relative to RHE.
FE (%)

j (mA/cm2)

Ref.

-

64 at -1.2 V

4

15

HCOO-

0.02

88 at -0.4 V

3.5

16

Au NPs(8nm)

CO

0.26

90 at -0.67 V

-

17

Oxide-derived Au

CO

0.24

96 at -0.35 V

2-4

18

Au25

CO

0.09

100 at -1.0 V

~15

19

Ag

CO

0.19

90 -

0.9

20

Cu film

CH3OH

-

38 at -0.4 V

5

21

Cu NWb

CH4

-

55 at -1.25 V

Cu2O

C2H5OH

-

16 at -0.99 V

~5.7

23

Cu2O

C2H4

-

39 at -0.99 V

~10

23

Catalysts

Product

(V)

SnOx/Sn NPsa

HCOO-

Pd70Pt30/C

22

a. NPs: nanoparticles; b. NWs: nanowires.

First drawback of metal-based catalysts is poor stability. Currently, their stability
hardly meets commercialization standard. This is caused by blockage of active sites due to
reaction intermediates or impurities resulting in significant deterioration over long-term
operation.24 Metal-based electrocatalysts also suffer from low selectivity particularly for
CRR. This is partially due to complicated reaction pathway with multiple elementary steps
that require electron transfers. As shown in Table 1.2, highest FE to produce hydrocarbons
9

is less than 60% with exceedingly high overpotentials (> 0.8 V). Additionally, metal
catalysts display weak inhibition to the competitive hydrogen evolution reaction. The
scarcity and ultimately high cost of noble metals such as platinum limit the mass production
of metal-based catalysts. Lastly, widespread application of some toxic metal catalysts can
cause environmental problems.
1.4 Carbon materials as electrocatalysts
Table 1.3 Catalytic performance of carbon materials for ORR.
Onset potential (V
vs. RHE)

j
(mA/cm2)

Pt/C

0.94

5.45

NCSa

0.95

5.78

VANCNTsb

0.81

NGS

0.91

NPCc

-

Materi

Stability

Ref.

-

25

3.91

High

25

11.42

3.9

High

26

~1.70

-

-

27

3.97

High

28

~5.8

n

a. NCS: nitrogen-doped carbon nano sheets; b. NGS: nitrogen-doped graphene nanosheets;
c. NPC: nitrogen-doped porous carbon.

Carbon-based electrode is a great electrocatalyst alternative due to high surface area,
controllable porosity, and high electrical conductivity. The catalytic activity of carbon
electrode can be promoted by the incorporation of heteroatoms such as nitrogen 29-30, boron
31-32

, sulfur33 and

phosphorus34. Doped graphene and carbon nanotubes (CNTs)

demonstrate promising catalytic activity for ORR as summarized in Table 1.3. The first
breakthrough is shown by the outstanding performance of the vertically aligned nitrogen10

doped carbon nanotubes (VANCNTs) for ORR.26 These CNTs display superior catalytic
activity, durability, and CO/methanol resistance to commercialized Pt/C catalysts. This
work opens new opportunities for developing cost-effective ORR catalysts.
The catalytic activity of carbon electrode can be promoted by several factors. First
is the asymmetric distribution of spin and charge density in carbon network. Carbon atoms
adjacent to nitrogen exhibit more positive charge after nitrogen doping.26 Second is the
reduced energy gap between highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) and lowest
unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO). Small HOMO-LUMO gap makes electrons easily
excite from HOMO to LUMO.35 Third, adsorption can be altered

by

the surface

morphological change such as increasing defects or uneven and wrinkled surface.34 In Ndoped CNTs for ORR, O2 adsorption mode changes from Pauling model to Yeager model,
which makes the O-O bond easily break.26

Figure 1.4 Schematic model of nitrogen species in carbon framework.
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Among various types of dopants, nitrogen has been commonly incorporated into
graphene and CNTs as promising electrocatalysts for O2 reduction. To incorporate nitrogen
into carbon framework, these graphenes and CNTs are mixed with nitrogen-containing
sources (NH3, urea) and treated at high temperature (>700

). The amount of nitrogen

dopants and their chemical states can be controlled by changing synthetic parameters such
as nitrogen source, temperature, and reaction time. Four different chemical states of
nitrogen are found in carbon materials including pyridinic N, pyrrolic N, graphitic or
quaternary N, and pyridine oxide, as shown in Figure 1.4.36 The relative atomic ratio of
each nitrogen species can be adjusted by modifying annealing temperature. Out of all the
nitrogen species, pyrrolic N is the least stable. It converts to pyridinic N at ~550-750
and further converts to graphitic N when temperature is above 750

.37 The specific

contribution of nitrogen species to catalytic activity is an active investigation area.
Previously, it was reported that highly oriented pyrolytic graphite (HOPG) can be doped
with high content of primarily pyridinic N (95%) or graphitic N (82%) by adjusting Ar+
etching through a mask. This study revealed that the catalytic active sites were created by
pyridinic N.27 The result is consistent with density functional theory (DFT) calculations
showing that carbon atoms adjacent to pyridinic N are more positively charged and thus
can serve as sites for O2 and CO2 adsorption. In Liming Dai’s research of nitrogen-doped
carbon materials for ORR, catalysts dominantly containing pyridinic N drive the ORR via
four-electron transfer process while those catalysts containing graphitic N enhance the
limiting current density.36 In addition to the prominent activity of nitrogen- doped catalysts
for ORR, carbon materials also show promising performance in electrochemical reduction
of CO2. Recently, nitrogen-doped CNTs have shown a low overpotential (-0.18 V) for CO2
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to CO reduction with 80% FE at -1.05 V.38 Compared to ORR, the study of carbon catalysts
for CRR is still in initial research stage. Extensive studies are needed to improve catalytic
efficiency and uncover hidden catalytic mechanisms.
The catalytic performance of carbon materials is strongly governed by their unique
properties such as porosity, surface functionalities, and defects. The micropores (< 2nm),
mesopores (2-50 nm), and macropores (> 50 nm) contribute differently to electrochemical
performance. Most chemical reactions and absorptions occur in micropores while
macropores and mesopores serve as passages for adsorbates and chemicals.39 However,
carbon materials with pores less than 0.5 nm are unable to promote electrochemical
performance due to limited accessibility. Also, ionic conductivity is poor in small pores
because of large ion-transport resistance.40
The introduction of functionalities to electrode surface such as oxygen-, nitrogen-,
and sulfur-containing chemical groups change carbon surface wettability, pH, and
chemical activity.41 Oxygenated functionalities including acidic groups (carboxyl, phenol)
and basic groups (ketone, quinone and carbonyl) are commonly found on the carbon
surface and can be utilized to construct electrodes.42 One instance is VACNT-gold
electrodes. Carboxylic groups at one end of nanotubes control vertical nanotube alignment
via binding with amine groups on gold substrate.43 Compared to that of randomly dispersed
CNTs, vertically aligned nanotubes exhibit smaller peak separation in detecting
ferricyanide (∆Ep = 72 mV) indicating improvement in electrochemical properties.43 Also,
oxygenated groups at the end of a nanotube can further bind with electrochemical
responsive biomolecules such as DNA and antibodies.44-45
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Figure 1.5 A schematic representation of basal plane and edge plane formed in graphitic
carbon electrode.

As shown in Figure 1.5, graphitic carbon electrodes are comprised of two domain
types: basal planes and edge planes. Basal plane is a region filled with honeycombed lattice
of graphene. Edge plane consists of defective graphitic structures with unsaturated bonds.46
Introduction of disorder into carbon framework increases the amount of edge planes.
Compared to basal plane, edge plane displays higher kinetic rates for many redox
systems.47 Faster electron-transfer rate on edge plane is explained by the high density of
electronic state (DOS). A greater DOS suggests higher possibility of electron transfer
between electrode and electroactive species.44 In the voltammetric studies of graphitic
surface-bound anthraquinone monosulfonate (AQMS), electron transfer rate at edge plane
sites is 2-3 orders of magnitude higher than that at basal plane sites.48
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1.5 Research objectives
Compared to metal-based catalysts, carbon-based catalysts exhibit superior
stability and tolerance against surface deactivation by CO and methanol. However, their
overall catalytic activity needs further improvement. Performance metrics of carbon-based
catalysts such as current intensity, onset potentials, and TOF are worse than those of newly
explored metal catalysts. For example, TOF of carbon catalysts is around 0.07 to 0.14 s-1
for nitrogen-created active sites, whereas TOF of commercialized Pt/C catalysts is 25 s-1.
27, 49-50

Also, only few carbon materials are studied for CO2 reduction and the reduction

mechanisms remain unclear.
Our research aim is to develop a robust carbon catalyst and to understand the
electrocatalytic mechanisms of ORR and CRR. In the next chapter of this dissertation,
electrochemical sensing performance of pretreated glassy carbon is studied for detecting
small biomolecules. The impacts of carbon microstructures (defects, surface area, porosity,
and functionalities) on molecular detection are investigated. In chapter 3, electrocatalytic
activity of nitrogen-doped carbon nano-onions (n-CNOs) towards ORR is investigated.
Morphology, microstructure, phase, and surface functional groups of n-CNOs are probed
by X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS), Raman, transmission electron microscopy
(TEM), and scanning electron microscopy (SEM). Their ORR performance is investigated
using different electrochemical techniques such as cyclic voltammetry (CV), linear sweep
voltammetry (LSV), amperometry, rotating disk electrode (RDE), and rotating ring disk
electrode (RRDE). Also, the durability of n-CNOs is evaluated and compared to that of the
state-of-art Pt/C catalysts. Considering the high durability of Pt/C in our results, our
research effort on this discrepancy with reported literature is illustrated in chapter 4 by
15

checking the impact of experimental details such as acid treatment, Nafion amount, and
electrode preparation. In chapter 5, the promising catalytic activity of n-CNOs for CRR is
evaluated by RRDE and chromatography. The possible catalytic mechanism for CRR is
also discussed.
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CHAPTER 2: Electrochemical Treatment of Glassy Carbon for Biomolecular
Detection
This chapter is adapted from the original publication of this work: “Electrochemical
Treatment of Glassy Carbon for Label-Free Detection of DNA Bases and
Neurotransmitters”, Electroanalysis, 2015, 27(11): p. 2581-2587.51 Copyright Wiley-VCH
Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA. Reproduced with permission.

2.1 Introduction
Carbon materials have been extensively utilized as electrodes for electrochemical
analysis and sensing because of their attractive features such as inexpensive preparation,
high electrical conductivity, chemical inertness, wide potential window, and the easiness
of electrode modification.52-53 In particular, carbon-based nanostructured materials such as
carbon nanotubes, and graphene exhibited excellent electrochemical properties and
superior sensitivity of detecting redox-active biomolecules. For example, multiwalled
carbon nanotube (MWCNT) modified electrodes showed remarkable electrocatalytic
activities and stable electrode responses for the detection of dopamine (DA)54, uric acid
(UA) and ascorbic acid (AA)55. Carbon nanotubes modified with nucleic acids and
enzymes also showed superior biosensing performances56-57. In addition, 2-dimensional
graphene were extensively applied for electrochemical sensing of biomolecules such as
glucose58, DNA59, nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide (NADH) and hydrogen peroxide6062

. Despite the promising performance of nanostructured electrodes with carbon nanotubes

and graphene, the preparation of these electrodes is generally expensive and laborious.
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Glassy carbon (GC) is one of the most commonly used electrodes for
electrochemical analysis. However, unmodified GC electrodes typically exhibit sluggish
electron transfer kinetics, and thus require appropriate surface treatments to improve their
electrochemical performance.63-64 A variety of surface treatments have been explored
including

heat

treatment65,

laser

activation66,

radio-frequency

plasmas67,

and

electrochemical treatment68. Among various methods for surface treatments, an
electrochemical approach was commonly used due to its simple and effective operation.
Electrochemical treatments can be controlled by various parameters such as treatment
duration, potential, and electrolytes.69-71 The electrochemical performance of GC may be
affected by various factors including surface cleanliness, surface functionalities such as
hydroxyl, carboxylic and quinone groups, and the generation of porous structure with a
high surface area. 70
In this chapter, oxidized GC (ox-GC) and reduced GC (r-GC) were prepared by
anodic and cathodic treatment, respectively. Surface microstructure and chemical states of
ox-GC and r-GC were thoroughly studied by various methods such as AFM, XPS, Raman
spectroscopy, and electrochemical capacitance measurement. The electrochemical sensing
performance of pristine, oxidized, and reduced GC was determined by electrochemical
oxidation of DNA base molecules and neurotransmitters such as epinephrine (EP),
norepinephrine (NE) and serotonin (5-HT). ox-GC and r-GC were compared with untreated
GC. Overall, r-GC displayed the best performance among three electrodes (>10x
enhancement of current density), which was comparable to or better than MWCNT,
stacked graphene nanofiber (SGNF), and edge plane pyrolytic graphite (EPPG)72-73. Our
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results suggest that electrochemical pretreatment of GC offers an effective and inexpensive
approach to prepare high-performance electrodes for label-free detection of biomolecules.
2.2 Experimental
Chemicals
Four DNA bases of guanine (G), adenine (A), cytosine (C), and thymine (T), EP,
NE, 5-HT, sulfuric acid (H2SO4), dipotassium phosphate (K2HPO4) and monopotassium
phosphate (KH2PO4) were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. All these chemicals were
analytical pure grade. 0.1 M pH 7.0 phosphate buffer solution (PBS) was prepared from
K2HPO4 and KH2PO4. GC disk (diameter: 3 mm) was purchased from CH Instruments
(CHI, Austin, TX).
Electrochemical treatments of GC
GC was first polished with alumina powders (1.0, 0.3, and 0.05 m in diameter).
The polished GC was thoroughly rinsed with deionized water and ultrasonicated for 30 s
to remove polishing powders. ox-GC was prepared by applying the potential of 1.8 V vs.
Ag/AgCl to GC for 600 s in 0.5 M H2SO4. r-GC was prepared by cycling the potential from
0.5 V to -1.0 V (5 cycles) with ox-GC in 0.1 M PBS (pH 7.0). The scan rate was 50 mV/s.
Electrochemical measurements
All electrochemical measurements were conducted in a single-compartment
electrochemical cell with three electrodes. Untreated GC, ox-GC, or r-GC was used as the
working electrode with the geometric area of 0.07 cm2. Ag/AgCl and a carbon rod were
used as the reference electrode and the counter electrode, respectively. Prior to any
electrochemical measurement, the working electrode was pre-cycled in 0.1 M PBS (pH =
7.0) until stable voltammograms were obtained. Cyclic voltammetric (CV) and differential
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pulse voltammetric (DPV) curves were recorded by an electrochemical workstation (CHI660D, CH instruments, Austin, TX). DPV measurements were carried out with pulse
amplitude of 50 mV, pulse width of 0.2 s, pulse period of 0.5 s, and quiet time of 2 s. For
simultaneous detection of four DNA base molecules, G, A, T, and C (all 0.1 mM) were
dissolved in 0.1 M PBS (pH 7.0). EP, NE, and 5-HT were dissolved in 0.1 M PBS with the
concentration of 20 µM.
Structural characterizations
The microstructural change of untreated GC, ox-GC, and r-GC were probed by
Raman spectroscopic characterization. Raman spectra were collected with a DXR Raman
Microscope (Thermo Scientific). The excitation line of 532 nm (diode-pumped, frequencydoubled Nd:YVO4 laser, 3 mW power) was focused on the surface of electrodes with a
10× objective lens.
The morphology and surface roughness of untreated GC, ox-GC and r-GC were
characterized by AFM. The AFM characterization was conducted with a Park XE-70
Atomic Force Microscope in a tapping mode with NCHR tip (Non-Contact / Tapping Mode
- frequency: 330 kHz). A scan rate was 1 Hz with the scan size of 3 µm x 3 µm.
Elemental compositions and chemical states of untreated GC, ox-GC, and r-GC
were probed by XPS. The XPS characterization was carried out with a Thermo Scientific
K-Alpha instrument using a monochromic Aluminum Ka X-ray source.
2.3 Results and discussion
Figure.2.1a shows a chronoamperometric i-t curve recorded during the
electrochemical oxidation of GC. GC was electrochemically oxidized by holding a
potential at 1.8 V vs. Ag/AgCl for 600 sec. The i-t curve showed a rapid decay of current
20
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Figure 2.1 (a) A chronoamperometric i-t curve recorded during electrochemical oxidation
of GC in 0.5 M H2SO4. (b) CV curves recorded during the reduction of ox-GC in 0.1 M
PBS (pH = 7.0). (c) overlaid background CV curves of untreated GC, ox-GC, and r-GC
with a scan rate of 100 mV/s.

due to the formation of electrochemical double-layer which was followed by the
subsequent rise of current indicating the oxidation process of GC (Figure.2.1a). The
oxidation current reached the maximum at 230 sec and then was gradually declined to a
steady value after 400 sec. During the oxidation process of GC, oxygenated functional
groups were formed on the surface of GC. r-GC was prepared by reducing ox-GC. To
obtain a r-GC, a potential was cycled from 0.5 V to -1 V in 0.1 M PBS (pH = 7.0). As
shown in Figure.2.1b, there was a pronounced reduction current at -0.55 V in the first cycle.
The reduction current disappeared in the 2nd cycle indicating that the reduction was
complete.
Figure.2.1c showed the background cyclic voltammograms of untreated GC, oxGC, and r-GC in the potential range from 0 V to 0.8 V. These CV curves represent the
capacitive currents of untreated and treated GC electrodes. As shown in Figure.2.1c, the
magnitude of current densities showed the order of r-GC > ox-GC > untreated GC. From
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CV curves, the double-layer capacitance (Cdl, F/cm2) was calculated based on the following
equation,

∙
where

is specific capacitance (F/cm2), is current intensity (A) at the given potential,

is the scan rate of potential (V/s), and A is the geometric area of electrode (A = 0.07
cm2). The calculated specific capacitance of untreated GC, ox-GC and r-GC were 46, 252,
and 786 F/cm2, respectively. r-GC and ox-GC exhibited much greater capacitance than
untreated GC. The significant capacitance enhancements of r-GC and ox-GC are
attributable to their increased surface area during the oxidation process of GC. The
increased surface area of ox-GC and r-GC is consistent with AFM results which will be
discussed later. Compared to ox-GC (blue line in Figure 2.1c), r-GC (red line in Figure
2.1c) showed the 2x larger capacitance, which is due to the contribution of
pseudocapacitance of redox-active functional groups. The capacitance of each electrode
was reproducible, as shown in Table 2.1.
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Figure 2.2 AFM images and height profiles of (a) untreated GC (b) ox-GC and (c) r-GC.
The size of each scan is 1×1μm. Insets are the photographs of untreated GC, ox-GC, and
r-GC.

Table 2.1 Electrochemical performance of untreated GC, ox-GC and r-GC.

2

Capacitance ( F/cm )
(V)
EP
( A/cm2)
(V)
NE
( A/cm2)
(V)
5-HT
( A/cm2)
(V)
G
( A/cm2)
(V)
A
( A/cm2)
(V)
T
( A/cm2)
(V)
C
( A/cm2)

Untreated GC
46 1
0.17 0.03
3.6 0.9
0.17 0.00
3.6 0.1
0.31 0.00
3.7 0.1
0.64 0.01
37.6 7.1
0.95 0.03
37.3 4.4
1.14 0.05
14.1 3.2
1.31 0.03
33.8 5.3
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ox-GC
252 59
0.14 0.01
12.9 3.5
0.16 0.00
51.0 8.1
0.32 0.00
13.4 0.8
0.62 0.00
72.0 3.8
0.91 0.00
58.3 1.3
1.12 0.01
28.7 3.7
1.27 0.01
25.1 13.5

r-GC
786 146
0.13 0.01
58.9 16.9
0.16 0.00
45.3 18.4
0.31 0.01
21.6 3.0
0.63 0.01
99.8 2.3
0.93 0.01
90.3 7.7
1.14 0.00
58.3 12.0
1.27 0.01
52.3 7.7

Figure 2.2 a, b, and c present AFM images of untreated GC, ox-GC, and r-GC,
respectively. The AFM characterization probes morphology and surface roughness of GC
after oxidative and reductive treatments. The root-mean-square (RMS) roughness
determined from AFM images of GC, ox-GC, and r-GC was 1.3 nm, 2.3 nm, and 2.3 nm,
respectively. A height profile along a line in each image is also presented in Figure 2.2. oxGC and r-GC showed the much larger fluctuation of height than GC. Larger RMS
roughness and height fluctuations of ox-GC and r-GC indicate that the surfaces (and
possibly internal structure) of GC became rougher after treatments. This behavior is
consistent with the capacitance data of three electrodes presented in Figure 2.1c. More
interestingly, the surface of ox-GC showed blue color after oxidation, as shown in the inset
of Figure 2.2b. We attribute the blue color of ox-GC to optical interference due to the
formation of thin dielectric layer 74. The color was observed to be tunable to some extents
by controlling the degree of oxidation 64. A similar phenomenon was reported by Dekanski
et.al.69 After the reduction of ox-GC, the blue color turned into black (in the inset of Figure
2.2c). The interference color can be affected by dielectric constant of oxide layer and its
thickness; thus, the observed color change may come from the change of surface
functionality of r-GC or its different thickness of oxide layer.
Figure 2.3 presents Raman spectra of the untreated GC, ox-GC, and r-GC. Raman
spectroscopy is a technique to sensitively probe the microstructural disorder of carbon
materials. The Raman spectrum of GC consists of relatively sharp D (around 1350 cm-1)
and G (around 1599 cm-1) peaks. The broad peaks around 2670 cm-1 are associated with
the 2nd order phonon of D band. The G band comes from the in-plane E2g vibration which
is characteristic of sp2-bonded graphitic carbon. The D band is the breathing mode of A1g
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symmetry of the six-fold aromatic rings. This mode becomes Raman active when disorder
is introduced to sp2 carbon network. Thus, D band is associated with the disorders of
graphitic carbons.75 I D /I G is the other important index to evaluate the defects on glassy
carbon. The I D /I G values of untreated GC, ox-GC and r-GC are 1.81, 1.01 and 1.14,
respectively. Compared to untreated GC, the reduction of I D /I G in both r-GC and ox-GC
suggests the increased content of amorphous carbons75. Compared to GC, the D and G
peaks of r-GC and ox-GC are significant broader due to the shortened phonon lifetime due

Normalized Raman Intensity (ccp)

to scattering with defects.

r-GC

ox-GC

GC

0

1000

2000
-1

Raman shift (cm )

Figure 2.3 Raman spectra of untreated GC, ox-GC and r-GC.
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Elemental compositions and chemical states of untreated GC, ox-GC, and r-GC
were analyzed by XPS, as shown in Figure 2.4. From the survey XPS spectra presented in
Figure 2.4a, the determined O/C atomic ratio of GC, ox-GC and r-GC was 0.08, 0.35 and
0.25 (Figure 2.4a), respectively. The increased oxygen contents of ox-GC and r-GC
indicate the richness of oxygenated functional groups present in two treated glassy carbons.
High resolution XPS spectra of C1s were deconvoluted into four sub-peaks: graphitic sp2
C (C1, 284.7 eV), hydroxyl C (C2, 286.0 eV), carbonyl C (C3, 287.2 eV) and carboxyl C
(C4, 289.2 eV), respectively69. As shown in Figure 2.4 b, the ox-GC showed the greatly
enhanced content of oxygenated functional groups, specifically carbonyl groups (C3).
After reduction, the content of carbonyl group (C3) was reduced and the content of
hydroxyl group (C2) was enhanced (as shown in supporting information Table 2.2). This
indicates the conversion of carbonyl groups into hydroxyl groups during the reduction.
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Figure 2.4 (a) XPS survey spectra and (b) C1s spectra of untreated GC, ox-GC and r-GC.
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Table 2.2 The atomic percentage of carbon functional groups from C1s.
Carbon species

GC

ox-GC

r-GC

sp2 C (284.7 eV)

65.9 %

55.6 %

60.9 %

Phenolic C (286.0 eV)

24.4 %

6.1 %

28.9 %

C=O (287.2 eV)

-

31.0 %

-

O-C=O (289.2 eV)

9.7 %

7.3 %

10.2 %
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Figure 2.5 DPVs of 0.1 mM equimolar of G, A, T, and C.
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1.4

Untreated GC, ox-GC and r-GC were assessed for the electrochemical detection of
four DNA bases (G, A, T, and C). Figure 2.5 shows DPVs recorded with untreated GC, oxGC, and r-GC. They showed 4 anodic peaks for the oxidation of 4 base molecules. For
each DPV curve, the contribution of background currents was subtracted. The untreated
GC showed 4 anodic peaks at 0.64, 0.95, 1.14 and 1.31 V, corresponding to the oxidation
of G, A, T and C, respectively76. Compared to the untreated GC, both ox-GC and r-GC
showed greatly enhanced performances in terms of a significantly reduced overpotential
for each oxidation peak and the enhanced peak currents. The oxidation peak of G was
significantly shifted toward lower potential (20 mV for ox-GC and 10 mV for r-GC) for
ox-GC and r-GC. For adenine (A), ox-GC and r-GC showed 40 mV and 20 mV negatively
shifted peaks, respectively. For cytosine (C), a 40 mV negative shift was observed for rGC and ox-GC. The reduction of overpotential and improved resolution between oxidation
peaks for r-GC and ox-GC are likely due to (i) the morphological change of treated surfaces
and (ii) the catalytic effect of surface functionalities.
In terms of oxidation current intensities, r-GC showed a superior performance
compared to untreated GC and ox-GC. For the detection of G, the oxidation current
intensity of r-GC was approximately 3 times of untreated GC (shown in Table 2.1). For
other bases (A, T, C), r-GC showed 1-3x larger oxidation currents than untreated GC and
ox-GC. The current density (current normalized by geometric area) of r-GC recorded in
this study was greater than those of SGNF and EPPG, which were reported in a previous
article72. While the current densities of T and C for SGNF and EPPG were about 15 µA/cm2,
r-GC showed much greater current densities (58.3 µA/cm2 and 52.3 µA/cm2 for T and C,
respectively).
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Overall, r-GC exhibited not only the largest currents but also the best separation of
4 DNA bases among the 3 types of GCs. For example, the oxidation currents of G and T
were greatly enhanced for r-GC while G and T were hard to detect for GC and ox-GC. The
oxidation peaks of T and C are relatively well separated for r-GC. Resolving the peaks of
T and C oxidations has been very challenging, even with electrode modified with
nanostructured materials. Overall, the r-GC showed a comparable or better performance
than a MWCNT-modified electrode73. The peak positions of G, A, T and C on the MWCNT
modified electrode were 0.67, 0.94, 1.14, and 1.33 V, respectively. Our study showed the
peak positions of G, A, T, and C at 0.63, 0.93, 1.14, and 1.27 V with r-GC. This result
indicates the excellent electrocatalytic effect of r-GC, particularly for the oxidation of G
(~ 0.1V negative shift). The peak separations between G and A, A and T, T and C on r-GC
were 300, 210 and 130 mV, respectively, which were comparable to or better than those
with MWCNT (270, 200, and 190 mV.) The superior performance of r-GC is attributable
to its porous nature and desirable surface chemistry catalyzing the oxidation of bases.
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Figure 2.6 CVs (a-c) and DPVs (d-f) curves of EP (a,d), NE (b,e) and 5-HT (c,f). 20 μM
of each analyte in 0.1 M pH 7.0 PBS.
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Untreated GC, ox-GC, and r-GC were also tested for the electrochemical oxidation
of 3 neurotransmitter molecules, EP, NE, and 5-HT. EP and NE are released from
sympathetic neurons, regulate the cardiovascular system, and mediate glucose release,
growth and digestion77. 5-HT mainly exists in enterochromaffin cells and regulates
intestinal movements, mood and appetite78. In brain, some neurological disorders such as
Parkinson’s and Alzheimer’s disorders were found to be associated with the malfunction
of these neurotransmitters79-80. Figure 2.6 presents CV (a-c) and DPV curves (d-f) of
untreated GC, ox-GC, and r-GC for the detection of EP, NE, and 5-HT. All of the CV and
DPV results clearly demonstrate that r-GC showed the best electroanalytical performance
for the detection of neurotransmitters in terms of largest oxidation currents and the lowest
over-potentials. As shown in Figure 2.6 a and d, the oxidation peak of EP was negatively
shifted by 40mV and 10 mV for r-GC, compared to untreated GC and ox-GC, respectively.
Both CV and DPV results showed greatly enhanced current intensity of EP at r-GC.
Similarly, the r-GC showed the best performance for the detection of NE and 5-HT. Both
CV and DPV results showed that the oxidation currents of 3 neurotransmitters were larger
in the order of r-GC> ox-GC> untreated GC. The performance of each electrode for
detecting DNA bases and neurotransmitters was reproducible, as shown in Table 2.1.
To obtain insights on the mechanism of the enhanced performance after surface
treatments, we tested with IrCl62-. IrCl62- is known as an outer-sphere redox system and its
electron transfer is mainly affected by electrical conductivity and the surface cleanliness of
electrode, but not sensitive to electrode surface chemistry. The result is shown in the Figure
2.7. Untreated GC, ox-GC, and r-GC showed the peak separations of 108 mV, 62 mV, and
62 mV, respectively, suggesting the faster kinetics of ox-GC and r-GC than untreated GC.
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We attribute the faster kinetics of ox-GC and r-GC for IrCl62- to the improved surface
cleanliness. Interestingly, ox-GC and r-GC showed very similar voltammetric curves for
IrCl62- (with identical Ep and current density), while r-GC showed better performance
than ox-GC for biomolecules. Overall, anodic treatment seems to greatly improve surface
cleanliness of electrode and also develop oxygenated functional groups, leading to the
enhanced performance for the detection of biomolecules. Cathodic treatment modifies
surface functionality resulting in even greater performance.
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Figure 2.7 CVs of three electrodes in detecting 1 mM K2IrCl6 in 0.1 M pH 7.0 PBS. The
∆ for untreated GC, ox-GC and r-GC are 108, 62 and 62 mV, respectively.
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2.4 Summary
In summary, simple electrochemical methods were employed to modify the surface
and microstructure of GCs (ox-GC and r-GC) to produce electrodes with excellent
electroanalytical performances. The morphology, microstructure, and chemical states of
modified GCs were thoroughly studied with AFM, XPS, Raman spectroscopy, and
electrochemical characterizations. Overall, r-GC prepared by cathodic treatment showed
the best performance with well-resolved peaks and largest oxidation currents for the
detection of co-existing DNA bases and neurotransmitters (EP, NE and 5-HT). The
performance of r-GC was comparable to or better than those of previously reported carbonbased nanostructured materials. The superior performance of r-GC was attributed to the
improved surface cleanliness of electrode and catalytic effect of surface functionality. The
results presented herein imply that simple electrochemical treatment is a viable method to
produce sensitive and selective electrodes for the label-free detection of redox-active
biomolecules.
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CHAPTER 3: Nitrogen-Doped Carbon Nano-Onions as Efficient Electrocatalysts
for Oxygen Reduction Reaction
This chapter is adapted from the original publication of this work: “Nitrogen doped carbon
nano-onions as efficient and robust electrocatalysts for oxygen reduction reactions”,
Current Applied Physics, 2018,18(4), p.417-423.81 Copyright Elsevier B.V (2018).

3.1 Introduction
PEMFCs have continued to be investigated as energy conversion devices suitable
for transportations. The sluggish kinetics of ORR at the cathode is a great hurdle, which
limits the commercial launching of PEMFCs. To date, platinum (Pt) and its alloys are the
best catalysts for the cathode to drive ORR. However, these Pt-based electrocatalysts have
several drawbacks, including surface deactivation via methanol and CO transferred from
anode, and poor long-term stability.82 The poor long-term stability comes from the loss of
Pt activity due to the detachment, dissolution, and/or agglomeration of Pt catalyst particles
during the operation. In addition, high cost and the limited natural abundance of Pt hinder
the commercialization of PEMFCs. Several alternative catalysts have been extensively
explored to overcome the limited availability of Pt-based catalysts. These types of
alternative catalysts include (i) non-noble metal based catalysts such as Fe, Ni and Cobased metal carbides83-86, oxides87-89 and nitrides90, and (ii) metal-free carbon-based
catalysts such as carbon nanotubes91, carbon blacks92 and graphene93-94. Nitrogen-doped
carbon-based nanomaterials exhibit catalytic activity comparable to Pt catalysts. Moreover,
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carbon-based catalysts showed a remarkable long-term stability, which is superior to Pt
catalysts.
While carbon nanotubes and graphene were extensively studied as metal-free
catalysts, CNOs got little attention until recently. CNOs have a quasi-spherical structure
with several concentric graphitic shells. The diameter of CNOs varies from 4-25 nm
depending on synthetic methods.95 CNOs exhibit high electrical conductivity (2- 4 S/cm),
high ratio of surface to volume. Recently, CNOs have been utilized in a wide range of
applications such as lubricants96, super-capacitors97, optical limiting98 and energy storage
97, 99

. Compared to high-surface-area activated carbon, CNOs have higher microstructural

disorder and make ion adsorption and desorption fully accessible, and thus CNOs exhibited
much higher power density with ultrafast discharge rate. Consequently, CNOs highlighted
a promising potential as microcapacitor.97 Furthermore, Gang Wu reported the important
role of CNOs in improving ORR catalytic performance of CoFe binary catalyst.100 Based
on these previous efforts, the catalytic performance of CNOs such as ORR raise concerns.
The catalytic activity for ORR not only relies on the surface area, but also is influenced by
other factors such as adsorption and desorption of ORR intermediate species on electrode
surface.97 . In this study, nitrogen atoms were introduced into the lattice of CNOs which
was previously prepared by annealing nano-diamond powders. The morphology,
microstructure, and chemical states of pristine and nitrogen-doped CNOs were probed by
a variety of structural analysis. The ORR catalytic performance of n-CNOs was studied
with RDE and RRDE.
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3.2 Experimental
Preparation of CNOs from detonation nano-diamond powders
CNOs were prepared by annealing nano-diamond powders (Dynalene NB50) in a
tube furnace in Helium gas atmosphere. The temperature of the furnace was maintained at
1650 C and the treatment was performed for 1 h. During this annealing step, sp3-bonded
nano-diamond powders were transformed into sp2-bonded CNOs. The produced CNOs
were thermally treated in the same furnace at 400 C for 4 h under air to remove any
adventitious impurities.
Preparation of n-CNOs
n-CNOs were derived from oxidized CNOs. Chemically oxidized CNOs (ox-CNOs)
were prepared by refluxing CNOs in 5 M nitric acid (100 mg CNOs in 50 mL HNO3) for
4 h in oil bath at 120

. Afterwards, ox-CNOs were rinsed with distilled water several

times, then dried in oven for further utilization. n-CNOs were synthesized by gas-phase
reaction of ox-CNOs with urea. 500 mg ox-CNOs were mixed with 1 g urea in methanol.
The mixture was placed in oil bath at 75

under constant stirring to get homogenous

powders as the methanol was evaporated. Afterwards, the mixture of ox-CNOs and urea
was transferred to a tube furnace and thermally treated in 700

for 3 h in an Argon

atmosphere.
Characterization
Morphology and microstructure of pristine CNOs, ox-CNOs, and n-CNOs were
investigated by TEM and Raman spectroscopy. TEM (JEM-2200FS) images were obtained
with electron acceleration voltage of 200 kV. Raman spectra were obtained with a DXR
micro-Raman instrument (Thermo Scientific). A diode-pumped Nd:YVO4 laser was used
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as excitation source (532 nm excitation) for Raman characterization. XPS (Thermo
Scientific, K-Alpha) was conducted to probe atomic elements and chemical states of
samples. The monochromatic Al Kα line was used as an X-ray source (1486.6 eV).
Electrochemical measurements
Electrochemical studies were conducted to probe catalytic activity of pristine
CNOs, ox-CNOs, and n-CNOs toward ORR. All measurements were done with a CHI760D potentiostat using a single compartment electrochemical cell in an alkaline solution
(0.1 M KOH). The reference electrode was Ag/AgCl and the counter electrode was Pt wire.
The working electrode of pristine CNOs, ox-CNOs, and n-CNOs was prepared as followed.
The dispersion of CNOs (10 mg/mL) in 0.1 % PDDA was ultrasonicated for 1 h to get
homogeneous catalyst ink. 3µl of ink was dropped on glassy carbon disk current collector
(diameter = 3 mm) and then dried in the air. Afterwards, 3 µl of Nafion binder (2.5 wt%)
was added to prevent the detachment of catalysts.
Prior to each electrochemical measurement, CV was performed from 0.5 to -0.5 V
in N2-saturated 0.1 M KOH solution until steady voltammetric curves were obtained. To
probe ORR electrocatalytic activity, CV, chronoamperometric i-t, and linear sweep
voltammetric (LSV) curves were recorded. The electrolyte was purged with O2 for 15 min
before each detection. O2 gas flow was maintained during each measurement to ensure O2
saturation. To investigate electron transfer pathways and catalytic activity of catalysts,
RDE and RRDE measurements were performed. In RRDE test, 5 µl of catalyst ink was
mounted on the disk electrode first, then 3 µl of 2.5% Nafion was added. Potential of the
ring electrode was held at 0.5 V while potential of the disk electrode was swept.
Electrochemical performance of n-CNOs was compared with those of pristine CNOs, ox-
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CNOs and commercial 20% Pt/C. Pt/C electrode was activated in N2-saturated 0.1 M
HClO4 by electrochemical cycle from 0.2 to 1.2 V.
3.3 Results and discussion
High resolution TEM images of CNOs, ox-CNOs, and n-CNOs are shown in Figure
3.1. CNOs are composed of 7-12 layers of concentric spherical graphitic shells and are 511 nm in diameter. No obvious fracturing is observed in the spherical shell of ox-CNOs
and n-CNOs, indicating the onion-like structure is retained during oxidation and nitrogen
doping steps.

Figure 3.1 TEM images of pristine CNOs, ox-CNOs and n-CNOs.

Similar to other sp2- carbon materials, CNOs exhibit typical Raman peaks of G, D
and 2D bands as shown in Figure 3.2a. The defect-related D band is centered at ~1329 cm1

for pristine CNOs. This peak is from Raman active mode of A1g in-plane breathing

vibration of sp2 carbon when adjacent sp2 carbons are converted to sp3 hybridized
carbons.101 G band is the characteristic band of sp2-carbon materials and is due to the E2g
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vibration of sp2 carbon, with peak position around 1572 cm-1 for pristine CNOs. 2D peak
is the 2nd order phonon band centered at 2655 cm-1. Both D and 2D bands reflect the
microstructural disorder of carbon materials. Compared to the spectral position in pristine
CNOs, the upshift of D, G, and 2D bands in n-CNOs by 14 cm-1, 5 cm-1, and 16 cm-1,
respectively, represents the electronic effect of nitrogen incorporated into onion
structure.102 The defect-rich nature of n-CNOs is also clear from its higher peak intensity
ratio of the D band to the G band (ID/IG). ID/IG of pristine CNOs, ox-CNOs and n-CNOs
are 1.18, 1.25, and 1.28, respectively). In addition, the intensity ratio of 2D and G bands
(I2D/IG) of n-CNOs was significantly reduced, indicating the effect of nitrogen doping.103104

Figure 3.2b presents the XPS survey spectra of pristine CNOs, ox-CNOs, and nCNOs. Figure 3.2c and 3.2d display the high resolution XPS spectra of C1s and N1s
determined for n-CNOs, respectively. From the survey XPS spectra, the atomic content of
N is 3.3 % in n-CNOs. No nitrogen was detected in either CNOs or ox-CNOs. The atomic
content of O in ox-CNOs and n-CNOs is 7.4 % and 0.8%, respectively. The reduced content
of oxygen in n-CNOs indicates that the doping process didn’t only introduce N atoms into
CNOs but also removed oxygen-related functionalities.105 Oxygen-related functional
groups in CNOs play critical role in the successful incorporation of N atoms. As shown in
Figure 3.3, no N atoms are detected when pristine CNOs were directly treated for nitrogen
incorporation, instead of ox-CNOs. This finding suggests oxygenated functional groups are
responsible for reacting with nitrogen-containing precursors to form amines or amides at
the edge sites of ox-CNOs. Then, these groups are further converted to different N chemical
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states (pyridinic, pyrrolic, and graphitic N) by the internalization of N atoms into the lattice
of CNOs.105
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Figure 3.2 (a) Raman spectra, (b) XPS survey spectra of pristine CNOs, ox-CNOs and nCNOs, (c) C1s and (d) N1s spectra of n-CNOs.
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Figure 3.3 XPS of product which was done by urea reacts with pristine CNOs. The same
experiment conditions as synthesized n-CNOs via urea reacts with ox-CNOs. The atomic
percentage of O is 0.64%.

High-resolution C1s XPS spectra of n-CNOs are shown in Figure 3.2c. The subpeaks of C1s are assigned to sp2C (284.4 eV), sp3C (285.6 eV), C-N (286.3 eV), C=N
(287.2 eV), C=O (288.2 eV) and shake up satellite -

* (290.5 eV),94 respectively.

Compared to pristine CNOs and ox-CNOs (Figure 3.4 &Table 3.1). The peak at 286.3 eV
in C1s of n-CNOs is belong to C-N.106 It is worth to notice that C-O is also in the range of
286.0-286.5 eV, however, the oxygen content in n-CNOs is only 0.8 at%, therefore, peak
at 286.3 eV are mainly attributed to C-N. New peak appeared in the C1s XPS spectrum
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of n-CNOs at 287.2 eV is assigned to C=N.106 These peaks indicate the presence of nitrogen
atoms in n-CNOs. N1s XPS spectrum of n-CNOs (Figure 3.2d) shows five peaks
corresponding to different N species. The peak centered at 398.1 eV (N1), 400.0 eV (N2),
401.4 eV (N3), 403.0 eV (N4), and 405.0 eV (N5) is assigned to pyridinic N, pyrrolic N,
graphitic N, pyridinic N-O and nitrate NOx, respectively.106-108 The relative ratio of each
nitrogen component is listed in Table 3.2. The high ratio of pyridinic N + graphitic N
(61.6%) may attribute to high ORR catalytic activity. Because previous several articles
reported that pyridinic N and graphitic N are the most active catalytic sites which
electrostatically attract reactant molecules to the electrified surface of electrode.37
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Figure 3.4 XPS spectra of C1s (a) pristine CNOs and (b) ox-CNOs. The C 1s with centered
at 284.4 eV, 285.4 eV, 286.6 eV, 287.5 eV, and 288.8eV are assigned to sp2 carbon, sp3
carbon, C-O, C=O, and O-C=O, respectively.
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Table 3.1 Deconvolution of C1s for pristine CNOs, ox-CNOs and n-CNOs. Before
convolution, the peak background of all spectra is optimized using “Smart” method in
Avantage software. The deconvolution of all spectra is performed by fixing the maximum
peak position and a full width at half-maximum (FWHM) of each sub-peak in each sample.
The Gaussian Lorentzian mixed ratio is 30% for all spectra.
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Electrochemical responsiveness and ORR catalytic activity of n-CNOs were
determined in alkaline medium (0.1 M KOH). Figure 3.5 shows the representative CVs
recorded with the saturation of either O2 or N2. n-CNOs in 0.1M KOH saturated with O2
shows a pronounced reduction peak at -0.22 V. In contrast, pristine CNOs and ox-CNOs
exhibit the reduction peak at -0.35 V and -0.31 V, respectively (Figure 3.6). The significant
reduction of overpotential observed in n-CNOs suggests the N atoms and the sp2-carbon
species adjacent to the N atoms induce the electrostatic adsorption of reactant molecules,
thereby dramatically reduce the kinetic barrier for the oxygen reduction reaction pathway.
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Figure 3.5 CVs for n-CNO modified electrode in 0.1 M KOH. Scan rate of 50 mV/s.
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Figure 3.6 CVs, LSVs, K-L plots and the determined electron transfer numbers of pristine
CNOs (a-d) and ox-CNOs (e-h).
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Figure 3.7 (a) LSVs recorded with different rotation rates (600 -1600 rpm) for ORR at nCNO electrode in O2-saturated 0.1M KOH. Scan rate of 10mV/s. (b) K-L plots determined
from the LSV curves in (a). (c) Electron transfer number determined at different potentials.
(d) Overlaid LSV curves for ORR recorded with pristine CNOs, ox-CNOs, n-CNOs, in
comparison with 20% Pt/C. The rotation rate is 1600 rpm.

To further examine electron-transfer pathway and catalytic activity of n-CNOs,
LSV curves were recorded with a RDE with varying rotation rates of electrode. The sweep
rate of potential is 10 mV/s. The LSV curves are shown in Figure 3.7 a. The limiting current
gradually increases with the increasing rotation rate, due to the increasing flux of reactant.
The onset potential of ORR for n-CNOs is estimated as -0.08 V. This is 0.13 V more
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positive, compared to commercial Pt/C catalyst (onset potential of 0.05 V). The onset
potentials determined for pristine CNOs and ox-CNOs are -0.22 V and -0.21 V,
respectively. The significant positive shift of onset potential (more than 130 mV) for nCNOs compared to pristine CNOs and ox-CNOs indicates promoted catalytic activity by
the incorporation of N atoms into CNOs.
To evaluate the electron transfer kinetics and to determine electron transfer
number (n), Koutecky-Levich (K-L) equation was applied as shown below.

1

1

1
.
/

0.2
where ,

/

are current density (A/cm2) measured by RDE tests with different rotation rates

and the kinetic current density (A/cm2), respectively, and B is the slope of K-L plot, and
is the electrode rotating rate (rpm). The Faraday constant ,
diffusion coefficient of oxygen
0.01

1.9

10

96485

, the viscosity of aqueous media

, and saturated concentration of oxygen molecules

approximately 1.2

10

, the

) in water is

at room temperature.109

Figure 3.7 b shows the K-L plots determined from the LSV curves of n-CNOs. The
K-L plots show the linear relationship of -0.5 vs. j-1. From the slope (B-1) of K-L plots,
electron transfer number per O2 molecule (n) n-CNOs promote ORR via 4-electron process
predominantly. In contrast, the electron transfer number (n) is significantly smaller for
pristine CNOs and ox-CNOs. The Levich plots for pristine CNOs and ox-CNOs are shown
in Figure 3.6, respectively. The determined n for pristine CNOs and ox-CNO varies from
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1.9 to 2.8 and from 2.3 to 2.9, respectively. This indicates that the ORR pathways of
pristine CNOs and ox-CNOs have the mixed character of 2 electrons and 4 electrons.
Figure 3.7d presents the overlaid LSV curves of n-CNOs, in comparison with pristine
CNOs, ox-CNOs and 20 % Pt/C. Clearly, n-CNOs show the greatly positive shift of onset
potential and enhanced limiting current density, compared to pristine CNOs and ox-CNOs.
For the same amount of catalyst loading, the limiting current density obtained for n-CNOs
reaches 0.85 times the current intensity of commercial Pt/C catalyst. Considering the cost
difference between Pt and carbon material, n-CNOs have promise as an alternative to Ptbased catalysts.
The dominant 4-electron transfer pathway was further confirmed by RRDE test.
RRDE employs two working electrodes: one with glassy carbon disk at the center where
oxygen reduction takes place and the other is a surrounding Pt ring electrode where
oxidation of peroxide products takes places if they are ever produced by the disk electrode.
Electron transfer number (n) per O2 molecular and the yield of peroxide production (%
HO2-) involved in ORR are determined by the following equations.26, 89
4

%
where

and

200

/
/

are disk and ring currents, respectively. N is the collection

efficiency of the platinum ring electrode. The value of N (N = 0.3) was determined from
the reduction of standard redox couple, potassium ferricyanide.110 The percentage of
peroxide production is ~ 9.7 % for n-CNOs, indicating the major product of ORR is water.
The determined electron-transfer number (n) is 3.8, which is consistent with the value
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determined by the K-L relation. As shown in Figure 3.8, a negligible oxidation current was
recorded for Pt/C, indicating that 4 electrons are involved in the reduction by Pt/C. RRDE
results of pristine CNOs and ox-CNOs (Figure 3.9) exhibited significantly larger ring
currents than n-CNOs, indicating that the 2-electron process is a dominant pathway for

Ring Current (A)

ORR.

20

n-CNOs

15

20% Pt/C

10
5

Disk Current (mA)

0.0
0
-0.1
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-0.3
-0.4
-0.5
-0.8

-0.6

-0.4

-0.2

0.0

E (V vs. Ag/AgCl)

Figure 3.8 RRDE results of n-CNOs and 20% Pt/C for ORR in an O2-satuated 0.1 M KOH
solution at 1600 rpm.
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Figure 3.9 RRDE results of (a) pristine CNOs and (b) ox-CNOs for ORR at 1600 rpm.

One critical limitation of Pt-based catalysts is their poor long-term stability. During
the operation of PEM fuel cells, the catalytic activity of Pt goes down gradually. The
deterioration of Pt activity largely comes from two factors: (i) agglomeration, dissolution,
detachment of Pt catalysts leading to the reduced catalytic surface area, (ii) surface
deactivation by adsorption of chemicals, which are reaction products or transferred from
the other electrode in PEM fuel cells. In this study, the stability of n-CNOs was assessed,
in comparison with Pt/C. As shown in Figure 3.10, n-CNOs show mild decay (9%) in
current. This result indicates the excellent long-term stability of n-CNOs.
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Figure 3.10 (a) A chronoamperometric curves of n-CNO and Pt/C electrodes. (b)
chronoamperometric curves of n-CNOs and Pt/C with methanol (2 % (v/v)) added around
300 s. For both experiments (a) and (b), potential was at -0.25 V vs. Ag/AgCl and a rotation
rate was at 1600 rpm.
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To improve catalyst stability against surface deactivation is another prerequisite.26
Tolerance against surface deactivation was examined by monitoring the maintenance of
activity during the injection of methanol. In direct methanol fuel cells, the permeation of
methanol from anode to cathode can severely deteriorate ORR activity of catalysts. As
shown in Figure 3.10, n-CNOs exhibited very stable current with little decrease of cathodic
current, while Pt/C displayed dramatically reduced current density (33 % loss). This result
shows the remarkable performance of n-CNOs in terms of surface inertness against
adsorption and oxidation of methanol.
3.4 Summary
n-CNOs were successfully synthesized by reacting chemically oxidized CNOs with
urea at elevated temperature. While nitrogen atoms are incorporated into the carbon lattice,
catalytic active sites such as pyridinic N and graphitic N were developed and oxygenrelated functional groups were greatly removed. Due to N-related active sites, N n-CNOs
showed a remarkable ORR activity with a dominant four-electron pathway. Moreover, due
to the intrinsic stability of carbon-based electrode and their surface inertness against
chemical adsorption, n-CNOs showed the remarkable long-term stability, which surpassed
the performance of Pt/C. Overall, n-CNOs showed promise as alternative catalysts with
enhanced catalytic efficiency and remarkable durability to replace commercial Pt/C
catalysts.
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CHAPTER 4: A Detailed Investigation of Pt/C Durability for Oxygen Reduction
Reaction

4.1 Introduction
Fuel cells have been considered as ideal power sources for transportation and
stationary applications. Challenges of mass fuel cell production have been largely related
to issues with cathodic catalysts. Until now, most effective catalysts are based on Pt or Ptbased alloys. Key challenges of Pt catalysts include high cost, limited abundance, and a
poor durability.111 Tremendous efforts have been devoted to developing highly active and
durable catalysts. Due to affordability and a natural abundance, heteroatom-doped carbonbased catalysts have recently been considered as promising candidates to replace Pt
catalysts. The performance of these new catalysts needs to be accurately evaluated and
compared to state-of-the-art Pt/C catalysts.
One crucial parameter to the overall quality and the reliability of fuel cells is the
durability.14 Commercialized fuel cells need to effectively operate for 5000-20000 hours.
Due to time-consuming durability tests, accelerated durability tests (ADTs) have been
developed to evaluate the degradation of catalysts for short duration under intensive
operating conditions. In Table 4.1, ADTs are conducted under amperometric conditions for
20000-30000 seconds. This table shows detailed experimental parameters such as applied
potential, catalyst loading, electrode preparation, and Pt loading (wt %). The durability of
promising ORR catalyst candidates maintains a high current while most of the
benchmarked Pt/C catalysts reveal inferior durability with a large degradation of current.
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In addition, there was a significant inconsistency in terms of Pt/C durability reported in
literature (30-55 % of activity decay), as summarized in Table 1. After a closer look at
reported literature, we found the experimental details for the durability of Pt/C are mostly
excluded. The performance of Pt/C is affected by many parameters such as Pt size,112
morphology,113 carbon support,114 preparation procedures for Pt/C catalyst ink,115 and
loading of catalysts.113 Therefore, it remains unclear whether maintained current of Pt/C
has been underestimated. An inaccurate evaluation of Pt/C can lead to the unreliable
assessment of novel catalysts. More importantly, as shown in the durability study of nCNOs described in chapter 3 of this dissertation, the maintained current of Pt/C is
significantly higher than the reported values of the literature.
In this chapter, the durability of Pt/C catalyst is investigated in detail, using
chronoamperometric tests. To understand the impact of electrode preparation methods on
electrochemical properties and long-term stability of Pt/C catalysts, Pt/C electrodes were
prepared by number of methods: varying Nafion amounts, electrode preparation
procedures, and acid treatment. The current was recorded for 20000 seconds at a fixed
potential. Our results show that Pt/C maintained high activity after 20000 s under various
conditions. This suggests a further and more careful investigation is required to evaluate
Pt/C durability.
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Table 4.1 The summary of durability of Pt/C catalysts in comparison with other catalysts reported in recent articles. Potential V vs.
Ag/AgCl. Electrolyte: O2-saturated 0.1 M KOH.
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Applied
potential

m

-0.24

-

-0.25

71

-0.21

-

-0.4

-

-0.26

26

-0.3

-

-0.3

395

-0.25

429

Electrode preparation
One-step and two-step
10 mL of ethanol in the presence of 50 μL of 5% Nafion
solution,after casting on electrode, add 5 μL 0.5% Nafion
on electrode
One-step
1 mL solvent mixture of Nafion (5%) and water (V: V ratio
= 1:9) by sonication, drop 10 μL on electrode1.
Two-step
One-step
1 mL solvent mixture of Nafion (5%) and water (V: V ratio
= 1:9), then add 10 Μl portion on electrode.
One-step
1 mL solvent mixture of Nafion (5%) and EtOH (V: V ratio
= 1:9), 1.8 μL on electrode
One-step
5.0 mg of corresponding OMC or Pt/C (20 wt%) catalyst,
respectively, in a mixture of 0.1 mL 5.0 % Nafion solution
and 0.9 mL deionized water
Two-step
3µL of 2.5wt% Nafion

Pt (wt
%)

Time
(s)

Pt/C activity
after ADT (%)

Activity of catalyst under
comparison after ADT (%)

-

25000

~62

~85
PDDA–graphenea

116

30

30000

68
G–CNb

117

45

20000

89
BN-GFc

118

30

20000

61

78
Fe3O4/N-Gasd

87

20

20000

52.0

84.7
NOMGAse

119

20

20000

71.5

91.1
S-graphenef

120

20

21600

44.5

86.2
N-OMC-

121

20

20000

88.5±5.6
n-CNOs

our
study

59
60

93.9±6.0

Ref.

a. PDDA–graphene: Poly (diallyldimethylammonium chloride) functionalized graphene; b. G–CN: graphene-based carbon nitride nanosheets;
c. BN-GF: B, N-doped graphene foams; d. Fe3O4/N-GAs: Nitrogen-Doped Graphene Aerogel-Supported Fe3O4 Nanoparticles;
e. NOMGAs: nitrogen-doped ordered mesoporous graphitic arrays; f. S-graphene: sulfur-doped graphene;
g. N-OMC: nitrogen-doped ordered mesoporous carbon. m: loading amount(μg/cm2).

4.2 Experimental
5 wt % of Nafion and 0.1 M potassium hydroxide solutions were purchased from
Sigma-Aldrich. 20 wt % Pt on Vulcan XC-72 (Pt/C) was purchased from the Premetek Co.
All electrochemical measurements were conducted with a CHI-760D electrochemical
workstation using a single-compartment electrochemical cell at room temperature.
Reference electrode was a Ag/AgCl electrode and counter electrode was a Pt wire. For
working electrode, Pt/C ink was cast on a glassy carbon electrode (diameter = 3 mm) by
two methods. The first was a two-step method. The dispersion of Pt/C (5 mg/mL in DI
water) was ultrasonicated for 1 h to obtain homogeneous catalyst ink. Then, 6 µL ink was
dropped on the surface of glassy carbon. After being air dried, 5 µL 0.5 wt% Nafion was
added to cover the surface of electrodes. The second is a one-step method. The mixture of
Pt/C (5 mg/mL) and Nafion (volume ratio of Nafion to water is 1:9) was prepared and
thoroughly sonicated. Then, the ink (6 µL) was dropped on the surface of glassy carbon.
After being air dried, the electrode was immediately tested without further Nafion addition.
An electrolyte solution was either N2 or O2 purged before and during electrochemical
measuring. Electrochemically surface area (ECSA) was calculated by cyclic voltammetric
measurements. The durability test was conducted at -0.4 V (vs. Ag/AgCl) with 1600 rpm
rotation in O2-saturated 0.1 M KOH for 20000s. Finally, Pt/C was treated by cycling a
potential of -0.2 to 1.0 V in N2-saturated 0.1 M HClO4 at a scan rate of 0.1 V/s.
4.3 Results and discussion
Figure 4.1 shows the cyclic voltammetric curves (CVs) and linear sweep
volammetric (LSV) curves of Pt/C in 0.1 M KOH before and after ADT. The potential is
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relative to Ag/AgCl reference. An ADT is executed by holding the potential at -0.4 V for
20000 sec. The CVs include the features of hydrogen adsorption (Hads) and desorption (Hupd)
peaks in the potential range from -0.9 to -0.5 V. The formation of Pt oxide and its reduction
are found in the potential range from -0.3 to -0.1 V.121-122 The ECSA is estimated by
counting the charge of hydrogen desorption (Hupd) in the CV curve (shown in Figure 4.1a),
based on the following equation:

where mPt is a platinum loading (mg) on the electrode, QH is the charge for hydrogen
desorption ( C), and Qref is 0.21 mg/cm2, which represents charge for the adsorption of
H2 monolayer on the surface of Pt123. A larger ECSA suggests more catalytic sites for
electrochemical reaction.14 A previous report suggests the loss of ECSA is the main reason
for fuel cell performance degradation.14 Compared to the initial ECSA of Pt/C (59.1 ± 4.5
m2/g), the catalyst loses 10.3% ECSA after 20000 s chronoamperometric i-t test (Figure
4.1a). A half-wave potential is shifted to the negative direction by ~40 mV, which is
consistent with a previous report.124 An onset potential in the LSV is also negatively shifted
by ~10 mV (Figure 4.1b). Despite the reduction of ECSA and the shift of the onset potential,
Pt/C maintains 95.2±1.0 % of current intensity after ADT. This result is significantly better
than the values (45-70 %) of Pt/ C reported in previous literature (Table 4.1).
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Figure 4.1 (a) CVs and (b) LSVs of Pt/C in O2-saturated 0.1 M KOH before and after
ADT. (c) a chronoamperometric i-t curve of Pt/C at -0.4 V with a rotation rate of 1600 rpm.
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Figure 4.2 Comparison of (a) CV of Pt/C in N2-saturated 0.1 M HClO4, (b) CV and (c)
LSV with and without acid treatment. (d) chronoamperometric i-t curves at -0.4 V. Note:
(a), (b) and (c) are conducted in 0.1 M KOH. A rotation speed of 1600 rpm is applied for
both chronoamperometric and LSV tests.

The effect of an acid treatment on the durability of Pt/Cs was also investigated. Pt/C
was first covered by a layer of Nafion via the two-step method. Then, Pt/C was treated with
HClO4 and briefly placed in the electrolyte of 0.1 M HClO4 prior to ADT. A potential was
swept between -0.2 and 1.0 V (vs. Ag/AgCl) until a steady current is obtained (Figure 4.2
a). In an acidic condition, inactive Pt oxides are removed by reacting with acid (PtO
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2

→

).125 As a result, more active sites of Pt are exposed after being treated

with acid. Unfortunately, the increase of catalytic activity is not observed. Instead, the onset
potential for ORR is shifted to the negative direction (Figure 4.2c) after acid treatment.
Also, the ECSA of treated Pt/C is smaller than that of untreated Pt/C. This ECSA reduction
can be seen in the CVs shown in Figure 4b. The deterioration of ORR activity after the
acid treatment is attributable to carbon corrosion: C + H2O → CO2 + 4H+ + 4e- (

°

= 0.207

V).14, 126 This carbon oxidation will weaken the interaction between Pt and carbon support,
leading to the reduction of ORR activity and ECSA. Therefore, the acid treatment plays a
dual role in ORR activity. The impact of acid treatment on durability is illustrated in Figure
4.2d, the acid-treated Pt/C showed a lightly larger activity decay (7%) than the untreated
Pt/C (3 %). This can be explained by either the decay of Pt catalysts over a long-time
operation or the corrosion of carbon support. The current results imply that the acid
treatment is an important factor to count on to explain the discrepancy in the literature in
terms of Pt/C durability. As noted above, most articles reporting the Pt/C durability are
unclear about whether Pt/C is pretreated with acid prior to durability measurements.
Furthermore, the sources for the detrimental decays of Pt/C catalyst reported in literature
(Table 4.1) are ambiguous.
The amount of a Nafion binder is another factor possibly influencing the durability
of Pt/C. Nafion is required to prevent detachment of catalysts from surface of current
collector. However, the overloading of Nafion can block the catalytic sites of Pt/Cs.127
Figure 4.3 shows the CV curves of Pt/C prepared with various amounts of Nafion by a twostep method. When the loading of Nafion is increased from 5 µL to 15 µL (0.5% of Nafion),
both ECSA and the limiting current are reduced. These are due to the fact that a Nafion
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layer becomes thicker and blocks the interaction between Pt particles and ORR
intermediates (H2O, O2, OH-). Through experiments of Pt/C without any Nafion binder or
low Nafion loadings (less than 5 µL), we discovered the detachment of catalysts from
electrodes. To further verify the impact of Nafion amount on Pt/C activity, the Pt/C
electrode coated with 15 µL Nafion is treated with acid. Both ECSA and a limiting current
are partially recovered (Fig. 4.3b). Our results with various Nafion amounts have shown
that the Nafion loading has a significant impact on the activity of Pt/C for ORR. However,
the overall impact of the Nafion loading on the durability of Pt/C throughout the ADT is
not significant. The current is maintained at the level of 95.2% (5 µL), 98.1% (10 µL) and
94.8% (15 µL).
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Figure 4.3 (a) CVs and (b) LSVs of Pt/C with successive 0.5 wt% Nafion addition via the
two-step method. Notes: w represents acid treatment.
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Figure 4.4 Comparison (a) Chronoamperometric i-t curves at -0.4 V, (b) CV and (c) LSV
with and without acid treatment in one-step method. A rotation speed of 1600 rpm is
applied for both chronoamperometric and LSV tests.
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The parameters of electrode preparation such as temperature, rotating rates, and dry
methods significantly affect the performance of catalysts.111, 128 For instance, catalyst films
prepared by rotation showed a reproducible and uniform film thickness. Their mass activity
is 72%, which is higher than that of films prepared by a stationary drying method.128 Here
we investigated the impact of electrode preparation on the durability of Pt/C. Two methods
were compared: the first is a two-step method and its results in Figure 4.1, 2&3. The second
is a one-step method. As shown in Figure 4.4, the maintained current (~94.5%) is
equivalent to that from electrodes prepared via two-step method (Figure 4.4). Even with
HClO4 treatment, the current intensity loss is still less than 10%.
4.4 Summary
Durability is one of main requirements for robust electrocatalysts. In this study, we
investigate how experimental parameters including the preparation of Pt/C electrode can
influence the overall ORR activity and durability. This study shows that ORR activity of
Pt/Cis substantially influenced by the variation of Nafion amount, acid treatment, and
electrode preparation method. Nevertheless, Pt/Cs exhibit a tremendous durability (>90%
maintained current) which is significantly higher than the values reported in previous
articles (see Table 4.1). Despite the observed minor impact on durability during
chronoamperometric ADT, other experimental factors, such as dry methods and testing
temperature, can cause discrepancy in durability tests. Unfortunately, most experimental
details are not described in literature, for example, acid treatment. We strongly suggest that
future literature should include experimental details for ORR activity and durability tests.
Also, it is important to conduct multiple durability tests including voltage cycling as well
as with the extended duration of ADT.
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CHAPTER 5: Nitrogen-Doped Carbon Nano-Onions for Efficient Electrochemical
Reduction of CO2

5.1 Introduction
Currently, fossil fuels are in high demand and a major source for electricity.
However, the combustion of fossil fuels consequently leads to the release of over 30 billion
tons of CO2 to environment annually.129 The accumulation of high concentration of CO2 in
the atmosphere is the main cause for greenhouse effect. Consequently, reducing CO2 level
is essential to slow down the global warming. Moreover, the reduction of CO2 to valueadded production could be a good solution for a renewable energy development.
Various methods have been explored to reduce CO2 including capture, storage130,
and conversion of CO2 through chemical, photochemical131 and electrochemical132-133
processes. Among these methods, electrochemical conversion of CO2 to other chemicals
(CO, CH4, CH3OH, formate, etc.) is a promising strategy because of several advantages
including (i) its operation at room temperature, (ii) reaction controlled by potential, (iii)
potential to be powered by renewable sources, and (iv) scalability.134-136
However, electrochemical CO2 reduction (CRR) has been hampered by the lack of
cost-effective and durable electrocatalysts. An ideal electrocatalyst should meet the
following requirements: (i) to overcome the sluggish electron-transfer kinetics of CRR
process, (ii) to enable a high selectivity toward a target product among the many possible
products (CH4, CO, HCOOH, C2H4, CH3OH, etc.)133, (iii) to possess electrochemical
stability during the operation of catalysts, and (iv) to effectively inhibit the competing
hydrogen evolution reaction. Until now, many metals (Au137, Ag138 and Cu139), metal
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oxides140 and metal-organic complexes141 have been extensively investigated for CRR.
These catalysts revealed significant drawbacks in term of low durability, high cost, toxicity
and complicated post-separation.3

Table 5.1 Heteroatom-doped carbon materials as electrocatalysts for CRR.
Ref.

Materials

Total N
(at %)

Dominant chemical
state of N (at %)

Product

Highest
FE (%)

142

nanodiamond/Si
rod array

2.12

pyridinic

acetate

91.8

143

nanofibres

-

CO

-

144

CNTs

4.9

CO

80

145

3D graphene
foams

6.5

CO

85

38

CNTs

5.0

CO

80

146

CNTs

-

CO

90

147

CNTs

7.8

formate

85

148

graphene

5.5

formate

90

149

S, N-doped
carbons

-

CO

11.3

quaternary,
pyridinic
graphitic N (3.5),
pyridinic (1.1)
pyridinic (4.5)
graphtic 2.4,
pyridinic 1.5
quaternary
pyrrolic ~4.9,
pyridinic ~1.8
pyridinic 3.0,
graphitic 1.6
-

Recently, carbon-based materials emerged as promising alternatives because of
their attractive features including cost-effective preparation, natural abundance, high
electrical conductivity, and large surface area. The incorporation of heteroatoms
remarkably alters carbon microstructures and surface properties by introducing asymmetric
distribution of charge and spin density into the carbon network.150 Several recent
publications demonstrated that heteroatom-doped carbons, especially nitrogen-doped
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carbon materials exhibit good catalytic performance for CRR, as summarized in Table 5.1.
For example, nitrogen-doped carbon nanotubes144, nanofibers143 and graphene foams145
efficiently catalyze CO2 into CO with a high faradaic efficiency (FE) in an aqueous
electrolyte. Due to limited reports on doped carbon materials, their catalytic mechanisms
remain unverified. In this study, n-CNOs were explored as electrocatalysts for CRR. The
microstructure and chemical composition of n-CNOs were characterized by Raman
spectroscopy and XPS, respectively. The electrocatalytic performance of n-CNOs was
characterized through CV and RRDE measurements. Products were collected and analyzed
via gas chromatographic analysis and 1H NMR spectroscopy.
5.2 Experimental
KHCO3 and 5 wt % Nafion were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. N2 (99.99%), CO2
(99.999%) and H2 (99.999%) were purchased from the Scott-Gross Inc. n-CNOs were
synthesized by annealing ox-CNOs and urea in furnace at 700 oC for 4 hours.
The microstructures of pristine CNOs and n-CNOs were characterized by Raman
spectroscopy. Raman spectra were obtained through DXR Raman Microscope (Thermo
Scientific). A diode-pumped Nd:YVO4 laser was used as excitation source (532 nm
excitation) of Raman characterization. XPS (Thermo Scientific, K-Alpha) was used to
analyze atomic elements and chemical states of samples. Monochromatic Al Kα line was
used as X-ray source (1486.6 eV).
Electrochemical

characterizations

were

carried

out

with

a

CHI-760D

electrochemical workstation using a single compartment electrochemical cell in 0.1 M
KHCO3. The reference electrode was a Ag/AgCl (in 1 M KCl) electrode while the counter
electrode was a Pt wire. For the working electrode, n-CNOs were cast on planar glassy
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carbon current collector (diameter = 4 mm). 0.1 M KHCO3 was dissolved in water as an
electrolyte. The catalytic performance of n-CNOs was evaluated by CV. The n-CNO
working electrode was prepared as follows. n-CNO (2 mg/mL) dispersion was obtained by
mixing 6 mg n-CNOs with 3 ml de-ionized water with 50 µL of 5 wt% Nafion. A catalyst
ink was obtained by ultrasonicating n-CNO in water for 1 h. Afterwards, 40 µL of the ink
was dropped on glassy carbon electrode. Then, the electrode was dried before
electrochemical characterizations. The electrolyte was purged with CO2 for 30 minutes
before each measurement. The flow rate of CO2 gas was maintained at 57 sccm to ensure
that the electrolyte was saturated with CO2. Cyclic voltammograms were also recorded with
N2-saturated electrolyte for comparison.
The electrochemical reduction of CO2 was operated under a constant potential.
Then, gas products were analyzed by gas chromatography (GC, SRI 8610C, SRI
instruments) equipped with thermal conductivity (TCD) and flame ionization detectors
(FID). Carrier gases for TCD and FID were N2 and He, respectively. The volume of
sampling loop was 1 cm3. Liquid products were analyzed by 1H nuclear magnetic
resonance spectroscopy (1H NMR, Varian Inova 400 MHz spectrometer). Samples for
NMR analysis were prepared as follows. 0.7 mL electrolyte was collected after 1 h of
amperometic i-t test in CO2-saturated condition. The liquid sample was then mixed with
0.05 mL D2O. All electrochemical tests were conducted at room temperature. All potentials
in plots were relative to reference hydrogen electrode (RHE) by equation:
E RHE

E Ag/AgCl

0.059 ∗ pH
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0.222 1 M KCl

V

5.3 Results and discussion
The high resolution TEM images of pristine CNOs and n-CNOs are shown in
Figure 5.1. CNOs consist of 7-12 layers of concentric graphitic shells with an average
diameter of 5-10 nm. Distance between each graphitic layer is ~0.34 nm. No apparent
fracture is observed and concentric multilayers of CNOs are retained after doping.

Figure 5.1 TEM images of (a) pristine CNOs and (b) n-CNOs.

Figure 5.2 represents Raman spectrum of n-CNOs with three identical peaks of D
band (1317 cm-1), G band (1554 cm-1) and 2D band (~2650 cm-1). D band represents A1g
vibrational mode of six-atom rings and requires one defect (heteroatom substitution,
vacancies, edges, grain boundaries) to activate.151 G band corresponds to E2g vibrational
mode of hexagonal graphitic carbon atoms.101 2D band is observed in both pristine CNOs
and n-CNOs. The sensitivity of 2D band to graphene lattice defect and doping is revealed
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by stiffening or softening of the phonons.151 As shown in Table 5.2, the blueshift (~13 cm1

) of 2D after nitrogen doping is attributed to the compressive strain of graphene lattice

caused by shorter C-N bond. The unchanged intensity ratio (ID/IG) after doping indicates
the similar numbers of defects are present in carbon network.

Figure 5.2 Raman spectra of pristine CNOs and n-CNOs.

Table 5.2 The summary of Raman data for pristine CNOs and n-CNOs.

Pristine
CNOs
n-CNOs

D (cm-1)

G (cm-1)

2D (cm-1)

ID/IG

I2D/IG

1314.5±1.4

1553.7±0.0

2636.5±6.0

1.25±0.02

0.83±0.13

1317.0±0.7

1553.7±2.3

2649.5±3.4

1.20±0.08

0.83±0.07
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Figure 5.3 XPS spectra of n-CNOs. (a) A survey XPS spectrum, (b) a high-resolution C1s
XPS spectrum and its deconvolution, (c)a high-resolution N1s XPS spectrum and its
deconvolution and (d) relative fractions of different nitrogen species.

XPS spectra of n-CNOs are displayed in Figure 5.3. The survey spectrum shows
C1s, N1s and O1s peaks. A total content of nitrogen is 2.6 at %. Si peaks (Si2s and Si2p)
are Si wafer substrate. C1s peak (Figure 5.3 b) is deconvoluted to the subpeaks assigned to
sp2 C=C bond (284.4 eV), C-N bond (285.3 eV), C-O/C-N bond (286.1 eV), C=N bond
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(287.1 eV), C=O bond (288.1 eV) and the satellite peak

∗

(291.3 eV). C-N and C=N

bonds imply nitrogen is incorporated into the carbon network of CNOs. A N1s peak can
be classified into five types of nitrogen valence states: N1 (pyridinic N, 398.1 eV), N2
(pyrrolic N, 400.0 eV), N3 (graphitic N, 401.4 eV), N4 (pyridinic nitrogen oxide 403.0 eV)
and N5 (nitrate (NOx), 405.0 eV). The relative ratio of N species is shown in Figure 5.3d.
Among these N species, pyridinic N has the largest ratio.
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Figure 5.4 CVs of pristine CNOs and n-CNOs in N2-saturated and CO2-saturated 0.1 M
KHCO3 at a scan rate of 100 mV/s.

Electrochemical activity of n-CNOs for CRR is evaluated in a three-electrode
system with 0.1 M KHCO3 as electrolyte. As shown in Figure 5.4, in CO2-saturated
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condition (pH = 6.8), n-CNOs show an onset potential of ~ -0.48 V which corresponds to
CRR. In N2-saturated condition (pH = 8.8), the onset potential at ~ -0.63 V is assigned to
hydrogen evolution reaction (HER). This suggests n-CNOs suppress HER while promoting
CRR. Furthermore, no CO2 reduction is observed on pristine CNOs. The onset potential of
HER for pristine CNOs is equivalent to that for n-CNOs. This observation is further
supported by RRDE measurements which will be discussed later. Compared to pristine
CNOs, the reduction current for n-CNOs in CO2-saturated electrolyte gradually increases
as more negative potential is applied. It is worth noting that both HER and CRR contribute
to the cathodic current. To accurately examine catalytic efficiency of solely CO2 reduction,
the analysis of products is necessary.
Reduction products of n-CNOs and pristine CNOs are examined by RRDE
measurements. A cathodic current is detected at the disk electrode where n-CNOs are
deposited. Two reduction reactions can occur simultaneously:
2H
CO

2H

2e

2e → H E °
→ CO g

0.0 V

H O l E°

0.106 V

Also, two possible oxidation reactions which possibly occur at the Pt-ring electrode:
CO g

H O l → CO
H → 2H

2H

2e

2e

In Figure 5.5a, the top figure is cathodic current of the disk electrode monitored
when the fixed potential is applied. The intensities of cathodic currents increase as the
potential is shifted to the negative direction (from -0.28 V to -0.98 V). The bottom figure
is the corresponding oxidation current collected at the ring electrode. The peak around
~0.92 V is attributed to CO oxidation.152 CO oxidation signals are observed when potential
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applied to the disk (Edisk) is in the range of -0.48 to -0.98 V. This trend further proves that
the onset potential around -0.48 V mentioned in Figure 5.4 is for CRR. The shifted position
of the CO oxidation peak (Eox in Table 5.3) when the Edisk is varied is due to the occurrence
of complicated CO oxidation process at the Pt ring.152-155 It is also worth noting that the
peaks for hydrogen adsorption and desorption disappear around 0-0.4 V. This is due to the
fact that CO is adsorbed on the active sites and remove the activity for hydrogen adsorption.
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Figure 5.5 RRDE measurements conducted with the disk of n-CNOs and the Pt ring in (a)
CO2-saturated electrolyte and (b)N2-saturated electrolyte. In both (a) and (b), the top
figures are disk current profiles as the potential of Pt ring was swept. The bottom figures
are corresponding CVs at the Pt-ring electrode when a fixed potential (from -0.28 V to 0.98 V) is applied to n-CNOs disk electrode. RRDE tests are conducted in 0.1 M KHCO3
with a rotation rate of 900 rpm. Scan rate of Pt-ring electrode is 100 mV/s.
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Figure 5.6 RRDE measurements conducted with the disk of pristine-CNOs and the Pt ring
in (a) CO2-saturated electrolyte and (b)N2-saturated electrolyte. In both (a) and (b), the top
figures are disk current profiles as the potential of Pt ring was swept. The bottom figures
are corresponding CVs at the Pt-ring electrode when a fixed potential (from -0.28 V to 0.98 V) is applied to pristine-CNOs disk electrode. RRDE tests are conducted in 0.1 M
KHCO3 with a rotation rate of 900 rpm. Scan rate of Pt-ring electrode is 100 mV/s.

Table 5.3 CO oxidation peak potentials Eox and current intensity ip
Edisk (V)

-0.48

-0.58

-0.68

-0.78

-0.88

-0.98

Eox (V )

0.92±0.04

0.95±0.03

0.95±0.01

0.96+0.01

0.93±0.03

0.93±0.02

1.49±0.74

2.80±0.78

3.37±0.24

3.42±0.98

4.35±1.61

4.55±0.59

ip (1

A)
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The RRDE measurements were also done for n-CNOs in the N2-saturated condition (Figure
5.5 b). The major contributor to cathodic current is HER. The reduction current in N2
condition is nearly 3 times lower than that in CO2 condition. In the CVs for Pt-ring (Figure
5.5 b the bottom one), the small CO oxidation current can be ascribed to any adventitious
CO impurity present in the electrolyte. The well maintained H2 formation zone at 0-0.4 V
in Figure 5.5b reveals a low amount of CO oxidation. Additionally, the upshift of CVs with
the shift of Edisk is due to the fast kinetics of hydrogen oxidation reaction. For the
comparison, pristine CNOs are also tested by RRDE measurements, as shown in Figure
5.6. No CO oxidation peak is observed in either O2 purged or N2 purged conditions,
indicating that the pristine CNOs have no activity for CRR.
Products of CRR obtained at various potentials are analyzed by GC and NMR.
Results from GC analyses and the corresponding FE’s to produce CO are summarized in
Table 5.4. The FE’s were determined from the results of GC analyses by similar steps as
literature reported.132 As expected, the high FE of CO is achieved at low applied potentials
(in the potential range from -0.48 V to -0.68 V), shown in Figure 5.7. This potential range
for CO2 reduction is consistent with the above CVs (Figure 5.4). At -0.58 V, the FE of CO
reaches 100.9%. The FE >100% may come from an error associated with the GC analysis.
A FE goes down to 80.6 % at -0.68 V and further to 53.4 % at -0.78 V. The production of
H2 is detected at the applied potential of -0.78 V with 46.8% FE. This FE of CO trend
suggests n-CNOs promote CO2 reduction while suppressing HER. Electrolyte is also
analyzed by 1H NMR after the continuous electrolysis at fixed potential for 1 h. No liquid
product is detected by NMR.
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Figure 5.7 FE of CO and H2 for electrochemical reduction of CO2 on n-CNO electrode in
CO2-saturated 0.1 M KHCO3 with a rotation rate of 900 rpm.
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Table 5.4 Determination of FE of CO generated by n-CNOs catalysts.
Potential mCOa
(V)
(ppm)

PCOb
(Pa)

nCOc
(mole)

eoutputd
(mole)

ie
(mA)

einputf
(mole)

FEg
(%)

1.720

0.174

7.031E-11

1.406E-10

0. 01184

1.286E-10

109.37

1.150

0.117

4.700E-11

9.401E-11

0. 01546

1.679E-10

56.00

1.540

0.156

6.293E-11

1.259E-10

0. 01337

1.451E-10

86.70

1.647

0.167

6.732E-11

1.346E-10

0. 01292

1.403E-10

95.98

4.582

0.464

1.873E-10

3.745E-10

0. 0336

3.648E-10

102.66

3.709

0.376

1.516E-10

3.032E-10

0. 02744

2.980E-10

101.75

3.775

0.382

1.543E-10

3.086E-10

0. 02757

2.994E-10

103.09

3.274

0.332

1.338E-10

2.676E-10

0. 02566

2.786E-10

96.06

6.880

0.697

2.812E-10

5.624E-10

0. 05818

6.317E-10

89.03

5.765

0.584

2.357E-10

4.713E-10

0. 05718

6.209E-10

75.91

6.002

0.608

2.453E-10

4.907E-10

0. 05669

6.156E-10

79.72

5.887

0.596

2.406E-10

4.813E-10

0. 05706

6.196E-10

77.68

10.137

1.027

4.144E-10

8.287E-10

0. 1672

1.816E-09

45.65

12.646

1.281

5.169E-10

1.034E-09

0. 1621

1.760E-09

58.74

10.389

1.053

4.246E-10

8.493E-10

0.1558

1.692E-09

50.20

12.021

1.218

4.914E-10

9.827E-10

0. 1531

1.662E-09

59.11

-0.48

-0.58

-0.68

-0.78

a. the amount of CO is determined from the GC analysis;
b. the partial pressure of CO is calculated by101323*ppm of CO/1000000;
c. moles of CO are calculated through (
)
;
d. the output electrons for CO formation are calculated by (eoutput) =
× number of electrons
required to obtain 1 molecule of product;
e. the current intensity is determined from amperometric i-t measurements;
f. the total moles of electrons are measured during the sampling period einput = Q/F=i*t/F, where t
is V/(r/60) in second, V is 1 cm3, and r is 57 sccm;
g. the FE of a product is calculated by eoutput / einput × 100%.132
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Figure 5.8 Current density of n-CNOs for CO2 reduction to CO at various potentials.

ECSA of n-CNOs electrode is evaluated by CV in 5 mM K3Fe(CN)6/0.1 M KCl
from the Randles–Sevcik equation:
2.69 ∗ 10 ∗

/

∗

∗

/

∗

/

Where, ip is the current intensity (A), =1, D = 4.34*10-6 cm2/s, is scan rate (V/s), C is
the concentration of potassium ferricyanide (5*10-6 mol/cm3).147 The ECSA of n-CNOs
electrode is 0.142±0.008 cm2 (three times tests) which is larger than the geometric area
(0.125 cm2). As shown in Figure 5.8, the partial current density for CO can reach 0.60
mA/cm2 which is comparable to that on nitrogen-doped CNT (0.9 mA/cm2). 3
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Table 5.5 EE of n-CNOs for CO2 reduction to CO.
Potential (V)

-0.48

-0.58

-0.68

-0.78

EE (%)

19.9

18.4

12.6

7.3

Energy efficiency (EE) is another important parameter in evaluating the efficiency
of CO2 conversion. EE is determined by156:

Where,

is the equilibrium potential for the reduction of CO2 to CO ( -0.106 V), FE is a

Faradaic efficiency. The determined EE’s at varied potentials are summarized in Table 5.5.
The EE’s are low (7-20%), due to the large overpotential of n-CNOs. To further improve
energy efficiency, reducing overpotentials of CRR is mandatory, which can be achieved
by enhancing the contents of graphitic and pyridinic nitrogen species in CNOs.144
n-CNOs display high catalytic activity and selectivity for CO2 reduction to CO.
Stability is the third parameter in assessing a catalyst performance. Here, an accelerated
degradation test (ADT) is conducted by a one-hour amperometric current-time (i-t)
measurement to estimate the long-term stability of n-CNOs. As shown in Figure 5.9, a
sharp current decay at the initial ~400 s may due to the removing of unstable catalyst
powders from electrode. Later, the current intensity maintains stable in the rest of
amperometric test. This amperometric test suggests the promising stability of n-CNO
electrode. However, more profound stability measurements should be conducted in the
future.
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Figure 5.9 Amperometric i-t curve of n-CNO electrode at -0.58 V in CO2-saturated 0.1 M
KHCO3 for 1 h with a rotation rate of 900 rpm.

TOF of n-CNOs was determined by the following equation20, 157:
#

/
#

#
%

#
Where is reduction current, = 2.85*10-5

/

at -0.58V, averaged from the one-hour i-t test

shown in Figure 5.9. FE for CRR is 100% at -0.58 V. n is electron transfer number for
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CRR,

= 2. m is a loading amount of n-CNOs, m = 80×10-5 g. M is molecular weight of

carbon, M = 12 g/mol. ECSA is 0.142 cm2.

is the BET surface area of n-CNOs, SBET

= 396m2/g. The percentage of nitrogen is 2.6 atomic % from a XPS measurement. NA is
Avogadro constant. F is the Faraday constant. TOF of n-CNOs for CRR is 1.91 s-1 at -0.58
V, which is 6 times higher than that of Ag particles (0.27 s-1),20 while comparable to the
current state-of-the-art electrochemical process (1.5 s-1)158. If we use the current intensity
from CV (i = 9.01 10

), TOF can reach to 6.02 s-1, which is higher than that of

graphene-supported MoSx (2.4 s-1).159
Based on previous DFT calculation of CO2 reduction on nitrogen-doped graphene
and carbon nanotubes, 38, 145CO2 reduction to CO consists of three elementary steps:
CO
∗ COOH

H
H

e

∗ → ∗ COOH
e → ∗ CO

∗ CO → CO g

step 1

H O l
∗

step 2

step 3

Where * means a free active site. A large overpotential (-1.9 V) for CO2 reduction
originates from the high free energy barrier of ∗ COOH formation in step 1. After doping,
nitrogen species such as pyridinic N, pyrrolic N and graphitic N significantly lower this
energy barrier. The high selectivity of CO2 reduction to CO can be explained by the
Sabatier principle, which describes the appropriate interaction between catalysts and
reaction intermediates.7 If the interaction is too strong, the desorption of reaction
intermediates or products is difficult and thus leads to the fouling of the active sites. As a
result, a high overpotential is required to generate products. If the interaction is too weak,
on the other hand, the adsorption of reactants is not strong enough to allow for the progress
of the reaction. Therefore, the strong interaction between COOH intermediate and catalyst
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surface as well as the weaker binding of CO on the surface of catalysts will lead to the
highly selective production of CO.38 The inhibition of HER on n-CNOs can also be
interpreted by this principle. HER on catalysts proceeds two steps:
Volmer step
Heyrovsky step

∗ 2H

2e → ∗ H
∗H

H

H

e →H

e
∗

Here * represents one free active site. In previous DFT calculation on nitrogen-doped
graphene foam, the chemisorption of ∗ H is too strong on pyridinic N and leads to difficulty
in Heyrovsky step; thus, a high overpotential for HER.145 This explains the inhibition of
HER on n-CNOs. To further verify this explanation, a computational modeling on the
interface between n-CNOs and reaction intermediate species is currently on-going.
5.4 Summary
n-CNOs prepared by thermal treatment of oxidized CNOs with urea exhibit a
significantly reduced overpotential for the reduction of CO2 to CO with a high FE. The
superior activity of n-CNOs is due to the reduced activation barrier for the formation of
COOH intermediates. Additionally, the appropriate interaction between n-CNOs and
reactive intermediates (*COOH and * CO) is key to the high selectivity of CO2 reduction
to CO. Further insights about reaction mechanisms and reaction intermediates are being
pursued by an on-going collaboration with the computational chemistry group (not
included in this dissertation). This work suggests n-CNOs are promising alternatives for
CO2 reduction with high selectivity and efficiency.
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CHAPTER 6: Conclusion

Electrocatalysts can lower activation barriers and thus modify the kinetics of an
electrochemical reaction through specific reaction paths. The interaction between catalysts,
reactants, and reactive intermediates occurs at active sites of catalysts through the events
of adsorption, desorption and elementary processes involving electron transfer. Those
active sites are energetic and commonly adopt the geometry of defects and chemical
functionalities that directly or indirectly interact with reactants and reaction intermediates.
Enhancing the activity of catalytic sites through surface and microstructural modifications
is key to developing highly selective and efficient electrocatalysts.
This dissertation begins with surface modification of a glassy carbon electrode to
develop cost-effective sensor for biomolecules. A fast and low-cost electrochemical
treatment for electrode modification is described in Chapter 2. Electrochemically treated
glassy carbon displays a remarkable performance in the detection of DNA bases and
neurotransmitters. The improved sensing performance is attributed to the surface cleanness,
high porosity, and oxygenated functional groups. This work reveals that electrochemical
treatments are viable routes to facilitate the selectivity and the sensitivity of electrodes for
molecular detection.
The later chapters of the dissertation focus on electrochemical investigation of
nitrogen-doped carbon nano-onions (n-CNOs) for oxygen reduction reaction and CO2
reduction. Exploring electrochemical properties and electrochemical activities of CNOs is
motivated by their unique 0-dimensional microstructure, surface roughness, dominant
meso-porosity, high conductivity and moderate surface area.
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In chapter 3, n-CNOs are synthesized by a mixture of ox-CNOs and urea at 700

.

The XPS spectra reveal 3 at % of nitrogen is incorporated into CNO framework with five
different nitrogen species, but the majority of N species is pyridinic. ORR catalytic
performance of n-CNOs is systematically evaluated by electrochemical characterizations
including CV, RDE and RRDE. n-CNOs demonstrate an excellent ORR activity, revealing
by the promoted current intensity and over 90 % of H2O products. Furthermore, n-CNOs
maintains stable current intensity for 20000s under a chronoamperometric i-t measurement.
This indicates a promising durability of n-CNOs. Additionally, compared to Pt-based
catalysts, n-CNOs exhibits superior resistance to the surface fouling caused by methanol.
Furthermore, the potential of n-CNOs for CRR catalyst is explored. CRR conducted
by electrochemical means is a promising route to mitigating the CO2 issues.
Electrochemical reduction of CO2 also leads to the production of value-added chemicals.
In Chapter 5, the activity of n-CNOs for CRR is assessed by electrochemical methods
including CV, LSV and chronoamperometry. The reduction products are quantified by gas
chromatograph and 1HNMR. n-CNOs display a highly efficiency in CRR, revealing by a
low overpotential (-0.37 V) and a high faradaic efficiency (~100 % at -0.58 V) for CO
generation. The TOF of n-CNOs is 1.9 s-1 at -0.58 V which is higher than that of metalbased catalysts. It is worth noting that a RRDE measurement provides a powerful and insitu technique to identify products from CRR. This RRDE technique provides a useful
insight to track mechanisms of CRR occurring at the active sites of n-CNOs. The quick
screening of CRR catalysts by a RRDE measurement possibly helps to avoid tedious
product analysis by gas chromatography. This technique should be further explored in the
future CRR research.
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The overall improved catalytic performance of CNO materials after doping for both
O2 reduction and CO2 reduction can be explained by the generation of active sites. It is
widely accepted that incorporated N species and defects are the active sites where charges
are distributed asymmetrically. The change of adsorption modes should also be considered.
Computational studies will be combined with experimental investigations to understand an
interfacial interaction between active sites and reaction intermediates and to unveil reaction
pathways towards target products.
The excellent activity and efficiency of n-CNOs for both ORR and CRR are
explored in this dissertation. Motivated by the prominent activity of n-CNOs, the next step
is to assess the long-term stability of n-CNOs. Currently, due to the tedious durability
testing, many accelerated degradation tests (ADTs) are involved, without standard
experimental protocols. To accurately assess the durability of electrocatalysts, standard test
protocols need to be established for future experiments. Also, the employment of diverse
characterization techniques for probing catalyst structure, before and after durability tests,
needs to be developed.
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